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more... 

Build our great sounding 15W amplifier 



PHONE 
0181 684 1166 

ACTIVE C'ROSSO,,,, i ODULES 

A true reference for other active crossover, 

• Individually calibrated in our workshop 

.mur lotuispeaker. 

.4nalogue phase linear. 

• User adjustments 

- Instructions supplied. 

• More accurate than the best 

loudspeaker computer software 

• Built using audiophile 

components. 

• Fully alterable for future 

loudspeakers. 

• Available for 2 way 3 way 

satellite and subwoofer sys 

• Specifications: 
<0.0002% Distortion 

>110dB S/N Ratio 

<0.5uS Rise Time 

0Hz to 450kHz Bandwidth 

Available exclusively from 

AlUDIOaDLINKS 
1 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire DN16 I EL 

TEL (+44) 01724 - 870432 FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340 

PRICE VALIDITY TO END APRIL 2000 - ASK ABOUT ANY TYPES NOT ON THIS LIST 

efc 
CHELMER 
VALVE 
COMPANY 

for High Quality Audio Tubes 
Everybody in the tube business knows that the justly famous Brand names of yesteryear like BRIMAR. 

GEC, MULLARD, RCA & TELEFUNFKEN Etc. Etc. are scarce and often very expensive. 
Although we supply all major brands when available (and have many in stock) our policy is to offer a 

range of tubes, mostly of current manufacture, the best we can find from factories around the world, 
which we process specially to suit audio applications. The result - CVC PREMIUM BRAND. 

Our special processing includes selection for LOW NOISE, HUM & MICROPHONY and controlled 

BURN-IN on all power tubes to improve STABILITY and select out tubes with weaknesses Etc. 

A selection 
PRE-AMP TUBES 

of CVC PREMIUM 
POWER TUBES 

Audio 
POWER TUBES 

Tubes 
SOCKETS ETC. 

ECC81 520 EL34G 7.70 (continued) BOA ¡Chasse or PCB) 1.60 
ECC82 5.20 EL34 I TESLA) 8.20 6336A 46.W B9A (Ch or PCB) &Plated 3.00 

ECC83 
ECC85 

..„, 
5... 

EL366CA7 (Lego De.) 10.70 
EL84/61305 4.80 

6550A 11.00Ocial 
6550WA or WB 13.50 

eh. o r PCB) 
Gctd (Ch. 0, PCB) &Plated 

1.80 
420 

6-00 EL509/519 13.00 7581A 
11.0° 4 Pi•n (Fo r 2,43, 30CB etc.) 3.30 ECC88 5.00 E841../7189A 6.50 807 9.00 4 Pin (For 2A3. 3008 no 

ECF82 
ECL82 
ECL86 
EF86 

5.00 
5.20 
5.20 
,, 

5... 

KT66 
KT66R 
KT77 
KT88 (Standard) 
Krea (Gold Special) 

9.50 
22.00 
12.00 
12.50 
21.00 

811A 11.00 
8128 34 00 
845 30 00 

RECTIFIER TUBES 

GrPtaled 
Pin Jumbo (For 211 et) 
Pun Jumbo (For 211 rec.) 

Gad Reed 

500 
11.00 

15.00 
E8OF Gold Pin 10.00 KT88 (GL Type) 30.00 5 Pvi (For 807) 3.00 
E81CC Gold Pin 6.80 P1_509/519 9.00 EZ80 4 20 7 Pli (For 6(3SIC43) 4.50 
E82CC Gold Pin 000 2A3 (4 or 8 Pin) 14.50 EZ8t 4.70 9 Pin (For EL. PL509, 
E83CC Gold Pin 7.50 211 22.00 GZ32 12.03 Ch. cr• PCB) 5.00 

E88CC Gold Pin 8.00 300B 50.03 GZ33 10.03 Screening Can 

6EU7 6.00 
6C33C-B 27.00 BZ34 6.70 (For ECC83 etc) ZOO 

6SL7GT 
,.,... 

8.. 
6L6GC 
6L6WGC/5881 

6.50 
8.00 

GZ37 
5U4G 

070 
5.50 

Anode Connecter 
(For 807 etc) 1.50 

6SN7GT 4.60 6V6GT 5.00 5V4GT 4.70 AnocieComeder 
6922 5.50 6080 11.50 5Y3GT 4.20 (For EL509 et) 1.70 
7025 6.50 6146B 10.50 5Z4GT 4.70 Retainer (For 6/6W(3C et) 2.00 

and a few -Other Brands" (inc. Sca ce types). 
5RaGY MBE 706 684G / SYLVANIA 27 00 5097GT44R row 13E1 STC 110.00 
NNWGY CFM7114Misa 1000 sews BRIMAA SOO 2A17WA MOGAN° 500 805 CETRON 50.00 . ,c,,,,,G, 

STY/I/CT SIA.Mairt 

,2. 

500 

65%7 GI GE 
6CG7/6F07SYLVANIA 
6CL6 RCA of GE 

850 
750 
500 

2AY7GESYLVANIA 
2AZI GE 
29NA GE or FCA 

775 
7.50 
1100 

5842A GEC 
60130W TUNOS TOC 

15.00 
12 50 

EAS7G RCA a SEMEISS 1200 ocw, RCA 11.00 2877A GE goo 66508 GE 23.00 
6AU6WC SYLVANIA 350 6SL7GT STC 850 2E1 STC 1250 61460 GE 17 00 

ALL PRICES IN U.K. POUNDS £ 
Please note carriage charge extra VAT (EEC Only) • When ordering ttttt ir matching required (add £1 00 per tube). 
Payment by CREDIT CARD (ACESS. VISA, MASTERCARD) or BANKERS DRAFT, TRANSFER or CHEQUE (UK ONLY). 

FAX or POST your ORDER • We shall send PROFORMA INVOICE if necessary. 

1101241i,, wnoid better VIII filled with etr PREMIUM tillm! 

Chelmer Valve Company, The Stables Beddow Park, Great Baddow, 

Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 7SU. England, 

small: deljej,diftmervalve.com r 44 (0)1245 241301 Far 44 (0)1245 241309 www.chelmervalve.com 

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES, TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND I.C.S. 

1 MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CRO 2QP 
24 HOURS EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS 

E-MAIL: LANGREX@AOL.COM 
FAX 

0181 684 3056 

A selection of our stocks of New Original Valves / Tubes. 
Many other brands avairable. 

ECC83 
ECC85 

ECC88 

ECC88 
ECH81 

ECL82 

ECL86 

EF86 

EL36 

1281 
EZ80 

GZ33/37 

5Z4G 

6V6GT 
12E1 

13E1 

807 
811A 

6080 

STANDARD TYPES 
E.I 

RFT 
BRIMAR 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 
MULLARD 

PHILIPS 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 
MULLARD 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 
BRIMAR 

BRIMAR 

STC 

STC 

HYTRON 
RCA 

MULLARD 

3.00 

5.00 

4.50 

6.00 

3.00 

5.00 

5.00 
15.00 

5.00 

5.0)) 

5.00 

15.00 

5.00 
6.00 

10.00 

85.00 

7.50 

25.00 

10.00 

SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES 
A2900/CV6091 
E88CC/CV2492 
E88CC/CV2492 
ECC81/CV4024 
ECC81/M8162 
ECC81/6201 
ECC82/CV4003 
ECC82/M8136 
ECC83/CV4004 

5R4GY 
5U4GB 
5Y3 WGT 
6BX7GT 
6B4G 
6FQ7 
6L6GC 
616WGB 
6SN7GTB 

GEC 
BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 

AMERICAN TYPES 
RCA 

SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA 
GE 
SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA 
GE/SYL 
SYL 
GE 

17.50 
4.50 
8.50 
6.00 
7.50 
8.50 
7.50 
10.00 
20.00 

7.50 
10.00 
3.50 
7.50 

22.00 
7.50 
17.50 
10.00 
6.00 

12AX7WA 

12BY7A 

5687WB 

6072A 

6146B 

6336A 

6550A 

7027A 

7581A 

ECC81 

ECC82 

ECC83 

EF86 

EL84 

ELMG 

ELM 

6SL7GT 

6SN7GT 

SYLVANIA 

GE 

ECG 

GE 

GE 

RCA 

JAN GE 

GE 

SYL 

OTHER TYPES 

RI' I 

It FT 

RFT 

USSR 

USSR 

SOVTEK 

E.I 

USA 

USA 

THESE ARE A SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF OVER 6000 TYPES. PLEASE CALL OR FAX FOR AN IMMEDIATE 

QUOTATION ON ANY TYPES NOT LISTED. WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF VALVES IN THE UK. 

SAME DAY DESPATCH VISA/ACCESS ACCEPTABLE. OBSOLETE TYPES A SPECIALITY. 

CREDIT CARD MIN ORDER £10.00.  

OPEN TO CALLERS MON.-FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY 
U.K. P&P 1-3 VALVES £2.00, 46 VALVES £3.00 ADD 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC P.P. O'SEAS P & P PLEASE ENQUIRE  

6.00 

7.00 

6.00 

6.00 
15.00 

35.00 

25.(N) 

25.00 

15.00 

3.00 

5.00 

6.00 

5.00 

2.25 

5.00 

5.00 

5.00 

7.50 

=U 
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Watford 7 DAYS A WEEK 9AM - 9PM THE AUDIOPHILES CHOICE Valves All output valves multi-tested and digitally matched 
Full no quibble guarantee. Expert advice on all valve amps 

ECC81 Philips 
ECC82 Philips. 
ECC83 Philips 
ECC83 R.F.T 
ECC83 Tungsram 
ECC83 Mazda G 
ECC83 Mazda S 
ECC803S Tesla. 
E83CC Siemens 
ECC85 R.F.T. 
E88CC/6922 Harma 
ECL86 Harma 
EF80 Mazda 
EF86 Tesla 
EL34WXT Sovtek. 
EL34EH Sovtek 
EL34 Svetlana 
EL34L JJ/Tesla 
EL84 Sovtek 
EL84 Telefunken 
E84M Russian 
EL84 Philips 
PL519 Mullard 
EL519 El 

5.00 
5.00 
7.00 
8.00 
15.00 
15.00 
25.00 
20.00 
25.00 
5.00 
12.00 
6.50 
6.00 
12.00 
6.00 
10.00 
8.50 
8.50 
4.50 
35.00 
6.00 
15.00 
12.00 
12.00 

GZ32 
GZ32 
GZ34 
KT66 
KT66 
KT88 
KT88 
2A3 
5687WB 
5881WXT 
6550C 
6550 WE 
6AU6WC 
6B4G 
6C33C-B 
6CG7 
6CG7 
6GK5 
6L6GC 
6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
7119 
7199 
12AX7LPS 

Harma 
Philips 
Harma 
Harma 
GEC 
Sovtek 
Svetlana 
Sovtek 
Philips 
Sovtek 
Svetlana 
Sovtek 
Philips 
Sovtek 
Russian 
EI 
GE 
GE 
Svetlana 
Sylvania 
Philips 
Amperex 
G.E. 
Sovtek 

9.00 
25.00 
8.00 
25.00 
80.00 
20.00 
34.00 
18.00 
5.00 
5.00 
18.00 
16.00 
3.50 
28.00 
28.00 
8.00 
14.00 
7.00 
12.00 
8.00 
15.00 
12.00 
15.00 
8.00 

QUAD II KT66 SPECIAL OFFER 

The Harma KT66 offers performance equal to 

the GEC KT66 at a fraction of the cost. Each 

valve undergoes a high plate volt test and comes 

digitally matched on plate current and 

transconductance. At only £25 each these KT66s 

really are an audio bargain. The good news is 

that our offer of buy 4 Harma KT66s and get 2 

Harma GZ32s absolutely FREE has been 

extended for the Christmas period, so don't miss 

out - treat yourself! 

BIAS KING PRO 
This device allows you to measure the current 

flow of your output valves, thus allowing you to 
correctly set up your amp. Suitable for KT66, 

EL34, 6550 and KT88. Special Christmas offer 
price £ 157 with FREE DELIVERY 

WATFORD VALVES 3 RYALL CLOSE, Fast mail order/next day delivery/World Wide shipping 
BRICKET WOOD, ST ALBANS, HERTS AL2 3TS 1000's more valves stocked. Prices exclude VAT and carriage. 

1154 IT 01923 893270 Fax: 01923 679207 

www.watfordvalves.com tTTi 

Lockwood Audio 
SPEAKER MANUFACTURERS' 

SURPLUS DRIVERS 

Examples: 

25mm Tweeters Soft or Anodised 
110mm ICT;MF; Bass 

120mm Bass/Mid Shielded 
135mm Bass/Mid 

165mm Mid;Bass/Mid 
172mm Bass Long throw 

200mm Bass;MicVBass* 
386mm Bass 

Various Ellipticals 

4/6/8/16 ohm pressed/cast/moulded frames 

Crossovers: Termination Panels:Spikes & sockets etc. 

*as used in HI FI WORLD Horn Enclosure! 

AT A FRACTION OF ORIGINAL COST 
Phone Fax email for details 

Lockwood Audio 
email: sales OS lockwood-audio.co.uk 

Unit 8, 724 Field End Road, Ruislip, Middlesex, HA4 OQP 
Phone +44 (0)20 8864 8008 Fax: +44 (0)20 8864 3064 

credit & debit cards welcome 
VISA 

SUB BASS  

100 WATT SUB BASS 
Loudspeaker Amplifier 

co Panel WWW.BKELEC.COM/SUB.HTM 

• • 

÷ SUB BASs 

el 100W SUB BASS 
) SYSTEM 

CE 
Dr+ 

Ideal for 
building 

Audiophile 
and Home 
Theatre 

subwoofer 
loudspeaker 

Projects 

FEATURES:- *100W R.M.S. into 8 ohm *High and Low Level 
Input *Toroidal Transformer *Short Circuit Protection * D.C. 
Speaker Protection * Frequency Roll Off, Lower 10Hz, Upper 
60Hz to 240Hz( Fully Adjustable) *AC3 Compatible Filter can 
be by passed for 5-1 Formats. * Airtight Construction *Tens of 
Thousands of our panels already in use. *Complete with Leads 
SPECIFICATION:*Power 100W RMS o 8 ohms*F.Resp 10Hz-15KHz -3dB 
*Damping Factor >200 *Distortion 0.05% *S/N A Weighted >100dB 
*Supply 230V. A.C. *Weight 2.7Kg *Size H254 W254 D95mm  
The above item may be ordered by post, fax, e-mail or phone and payment is 
welcome by cheque or credit card PRICE: £117.44 + £5.00 P&P Inc' VAT 

B.K.ELECTRONICS Web:-http//www.bkelec.com 
 UNIT 1 COMET WAY E-mail -- Salesebkelec.com 

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA TEL: 01702-527572 

ESSEX SS2 6TR FAX: 01702-420243 

AfaineD 

CT?. 

 e 



news 

KIT ik COMPONENT NEWS 

NEW MAPLIN CATALOGUE 
Maplin Electronics has launched its 

new 2000/2001 catalogue with a huge 

range of electronics products, over 

£100 worth of money-off vouchers 

and many brand new lines. 

The catalogue, now in its 28th 

year, contains products ranging from 

individual electronic components to 

state-of-the-art electronic equipment. 

It will now be published annually and 

the latest edition is available in tradi-

tional or CD-ROM format. 

New to the 2000/2001 catalogue 

are 'How To' guides which provide 

detailed explanations on how to 

complete tasks such as cable joining, 

installing PC memory or even choos-

ing the right GPS system. 

Mail order hotlines are open 24 

hours a day, 365 days a year and 

orders placed before 7.30pm will be 

despatched the same day.A technical 

helpline for advice on any of Maplin's 

products is also available to cus-

tomers. 

Maplin's product range can also 

be found at 57 Maplin stores nation-

wide where specialist staff are avail-

able to help with technical and prod-

uct enquiries. 

The website at www.maplin.co.uk 

also features full product range 

details and a secure on-line ordering 

service with up-to-the-minute stock 

checking facilities. 

To receive a copy of the cata-

logue, which costs £3.99 or the CD-

ROM for £ 1.99, visit your local 

Maplin Electronics store or contact 

customer services 0870 264 6002 

www.maplin.co.uk 

DIGITAL AMPLIFIER 
ON A CHIP 
American chip manufacturer Cirrus 

Logic announced the forthcoming 

introduction of a digital amplifier on a 

chip.They issued the following state-

ment during September 2000. 

"Cirrus Logic Inc., the world's market 

leader in audio chips, today 

announced a significant advancement 

in Crystal® audio technology incor-

porating Pulse Width 

Modulation (PWM) 

that reduces power 

requirements for 

audio amplifiers, dra-

matically improves 

sound quality and 

reduces cost and 

complexity of design. 

Cirrus Logic's "true 

digital" PWM technol-

ogy also solves many 

of the problems asso-

ciated with electro-

magnetic and radio 

frequency interference 

(EMI/RFI) usually 

encountered with 

existing Class D 

amplifiers and hybrid analog/digital 

PWM technologies. 

The new digital PWM technology 

increases the efficiency of amplifiers 

from the industry norm of approxi-

mately 50% to near 90%. Existing sys-

tems that require 1,000 watts input 

to the amplifier to deliver 500 watts 

to the speakers, for example, can now 

deliver 900 watts from that same 

1,000 watt input with Cirrus Logic's 

digkal PWM technology. 

The fully digital PWM amplifiers 

also radiate significantly less EMI/RFI 

(electromagnetic interference and 

radio frequency interference) and 

because they are more power effi-

cient, dissipate less heat ( i.e. wasted 

energy). 

Taken together, these advances 

mean that designers can reduce the 

size of a typical power amplifier by a 

factor of four, allowing the amplifier 

to be built into a speaker or other 

small enclosure. Increased efficiency 

also facilitates battery-powered 

amplifiers that can run up to three 

times as long per charge compared 

to conventional amps." 

Although aimed at "OEMs" 

(Original Equipment Manufacturers) 

Highest 
Efficiency 

(90 %) 

CRYSTAL DIGITAL 
PWM AMPLIFIERS 

Improved 
Battery Life 

(3 z) 

"Milliwatts 
to Kilowatts" 

CURE'S LOGIC 

keep an eye open for the appearance 

of such chips on the open market 

soon, through suppliers such as 

Maplin. DlYers can then knock up a 

quick digital amp. over the weekend, 

just to impress the neighbours. 

Cirrus Logic,Austin,Texas. 

http://www.cirruslogic.com/ 
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Ansar Supersound 
Polypropylene Axial Capacitor 

Audio specific For transparent & detailed sound with 
EXTREMELY low distortion High punis imported me,-
axed polypropylene Tol 5% 

Part no 
CPW1OON 
CPWI5ON 
CPW220N 
CPW330N 
CPW470N 
CPW680N 
CPW1U0 
CPW 1U5 
CPW2U2 
CPW3U3 
CPW4U7 
CPW6U8 
CPW8U0 
CPW1OU 
CPW151.1 
CPW22U 
CPW25U 
CPW3OU 
CPWSOU 
CPW600 
CPW7SU 
CPW8OU 
CPW10011 
CPW125U 

Description 
Ansar 1004 630V 
Ansar 1500F 630V 
Ansar 220nF 630V 
Ansar 3301 400V 
Anse 470nF 400V 
Ansar 6800E 400V 
ARS, luF 400V 
Ans& 1.5uF 400V 
Ansar 2201 400V 
Anse 3.11 400V 
Ansar 4.7t1 400V 
Ansar 6.8uF 400V 
Ansar 8uF 400V 
Ansar 10uF 400V 
Ansar 15t1 400V 
Ansar 22uF 400V 
Ansar 25uF 400V 
Ansar 301 400V 
Ansar 50uF 400V 
Ansar 60uF 400V 
Ansar 7501 400V 
Ansar 801 400V 
Arisa, 100e 400V 
Ansar 125uF 400V 

L o D nrn Proie 
32 x 6.5 1.60 
32 x7.5 1.60 
32 x 9.0 1.60 
32 o 8.0 1.60 
32 o9.0 ISO 
32 o 10.5 1.80 
32 x 12.5 1.80 
32 x 14.7 1.80 
43 14.8 1.80 
43 x 17.6 2.20 
43 x 20.7 2.50 
43 x 22.8 3.00 
43 x 26.5 4.00 
43 x 29.5 4.00 
55 x 34.1 5.50 
55 x 39.3 7.00 
55 X 42.0 7.50 
55 x 44.7 8.50 
83 o 46.0 11.50 
83 o 51.7 13.50 
83 55.1 19.00 
8356.8 19.50 
115 x 55.12000 
115 o 60.92600 

Dual Polypropylene Smoothing 
Capacitors 

To replace old electrolytics or for new designs. Wee 
tails 

Part no Descnphon L o D non Price 
CPW1616 Propy116.16 4130V 100 x 50 25.00 
CPW3232 Prony' 32.32 400V 115 x 61 30.00 

Philips Polypropylene Axial 1% 
Slue coated Film & Fol. Epoxy coated. low inductance 
metal fol & film Supremely stable Tolerance 1% 

Part no 
cr,P4711 
CPP1001, 
CPP150P 
CPP220P 
CPP330P 
CPP470P 
CP9680P 
CPP1NO 

Description 
Propio 47pF 630V 
Propio 100pF 630V 
Propio 150pF 630V 
Propio 220pF 630V 
Propio 330pF 630V 
Propp 470pF 630V 
Propio 680pF 630V 
Proie( 10F 400V 

Price 
0.40 
0.40 
0.35 
0.35 
0.35 
0.35 
0.35 
0.45 

CPPI N5 Propio 1.5nr 250V 0.45 
CFP2N2 Propio 2.2K 250V 0.45 
CPP3N3 Propio 3.3nF 2500 0.45 
CPP4N7 %pax 4,7nF 160V 0.50 
CPP6N8 Propio 6.8nF 160V 0.50 
CPP1ON Propio lOnF 63V 0.65 
CPP22N Propio 22nF 63V 0.75 
CPP33N %pax 33nF 63V 1.10 
CPP47N Propio 47nF 630 1.30 

Audio Electrolytics Radial 
105 deg C +PLUSo low impedance. 

These supenor electrolytks Glier a low impedance 
path to the signal, resultmg in a very open & detaded 
sound. The use of high temperature matenab ensure 
that these capacnors enjoy a long & stable Ife 

Part no 
11'50 
202050 
41170100 
10063 
22063 
47063 
100063 
220050 
470063 
1000035 
2200050 
4700025 

Description 
Lo Imp Hi Temp I uF 50V 
Lo Imp Hi Temp 2.2uF 50V 
Lo Imp Hi Temp 4.7t1 
Longo Hi Temp 10uF 63V 
Lo Imp élt Temp 22uF 630 
Lo Ire Hi Temp 47uF 63V 
Lo Imp Hr Tente 1001 63V 
Lo Imp Hi Temp 220uF 63V 
Lo Imp Hi Temp 470uF 63V 
Lo Imp Hi Temp 1000uF 35V 
Lo Imp Hi Temp 2200uF 50V 
Lo Imp Hi Ternis 47001 25V 

Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
0.50 
075 
1,25 
1,50 
2.25 
2.50 

Trobo High Ripple Reservoirs 
Excellent for Audio Long Ife High reltabilitylOOVDC 
caps with screw terminais 

10000uF, 50x87mm 8,978 mole ciment 
22000uF: 65 x 103mm 15.198 rigole current 

Part nO 

10000C100 
22000C100 

uF/Vollage 

100001 100V 
22000uF 100V 

Prove 

20.00 
3000 

Alcap Bipolar Electrolytics 
Anal leads 50V Toi  10% 
Primarily for use in speaker crossovers. 

Pan no 
CAB1 
CA82U2 
CABO VO 
CAB4 
CABS 
CAB6U8 
CAB8 
CA810 
CA816 
CA820 
CA825 
CABOS 
CA850 
CA860 
CA880 
CAB100 

Description 
Alpe tuf 
Alcap 22 uF 
Alcap 3 3uF 
Alcap 4uF 
Alcap 5uF 
Alcap 6 8uF 
Alcap 8uE 
Alcap 10uF 
Alcap 16uF 
Akap 20uF 
Alcap 25uF 
Alcap 3501 
Alcap 50uF 
Alcap 60uF 
Alcap 
Alca0 , 00e 

Pnce 
0.25 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.65 
0.65 
0.65 
065 
075 
" 95 
• , 

Monacor Air Cored Inductors. 

A range of professional air cored rkluctors for 80 Of 
40 crossovers/filters for use up to 300W 1 2mni 
enanelled copper *ire wound on air spaced plastic 
bobbons. 

Part No 
P15 
P22 
P33 
P47 
P68 
P100 
PI50 
P220 
P330 

Specifkaton 
1500 0.150 8x19min 
2200 0.15n 48x19mni 
3300 0.20 8o19mm 
47001 0.250 50x19min 
6130oH 0.350 59x 19mrn 
1mH 0.40 59x19min 
1.5mH 0.50 70,30mm 
2200 000 70o3Ornm 
3.3mH 0.750 70o30 

Prive 
£200 
£2.50 
£3.00 
£3.50 
£4.50 
£5.50 
£6.50 
£8.00 

£10.013 

Monacor Ferrite Inductors 

A range of professional high efficiency ferrite cored 
inductors mth very lost ohrnic losses for 80 or 40 
crossovers or filters for use up to 400W. 
1.4mm enamelled copper wire I 1.3rnm on F10001 
wound on plastic bobbin. 

Part No. Specification Price 
F220 2.2mH0.150 400W 55x3lmin £ 6.50 
F330 3.3mH 0.20 330W 65o39mm £ 9.50 
F470 4.7mH 0.25(1 140W 65x3Omm £ 1100 
F680 6.8mH 0.35n 120W 65x39rnm £ 12.00 
F1000 10mil o450 100W 65x39mm £13.50 

High Quality Valves 
Part No. Descriptan Pnce 
6550C CUTPUT VALVE 
6L6GT CUTPUT VALVE £4 50 

6SN7GT OUTPUT VALVE £4.50 
6V6GT OUTPUT VALVE £3.95 
ECC81 TRIODE £4.50 
ECC82 TRIODE £4.50 
ECC83 TROCE £4.50 
EF86 LOW NOISE PENTODE £9.90 
1134 OUTPUT VALVE £8.50 
E184 OUTPUT VALVE £3.50 
0234 RECTIFIER £6.50 
KT88 OUFPUT VALVE £20.00 

Valve Holders - High Quality Valve 
Bases. Chassis Mounting With 

Screw Fittings. 

Part Mn 
B9AC 
B9AG 

OCTC 
OCTG 

Descnption Pore 
89A VALVE HOLDER CERAMIC £ 1.50 
89 VALVE HOLDER PORCELAIN PLUS 
GOLD PLATED PINS £3.130 
OCTAL VALVE HOLDER CERAMIC £ 2.00 
OCTAL VALVE HOLDER PORCELAIN 
PLUS GOLD PLATED PINS £4.00 

Fully Gold Plated Phono 
(RCA) Plugs with spring 

coil cable grip. 

Part No. 
PPG5A2 

PPG8A2 

Description 
PAIR GOLD PLUGS for up to 
Smin CABLE 
PAIR GOLD PLUGS for up to 
13rnm CABLE 

Very High Quality 
Phono ( RCA) Plugs 

Pnce 
£1.50 

pair 
£1.50 

pair 

Very high qualny satin grey metal wrth heavy gold 
plated connections. Top collet cade grip & FIFE irsu-
tators Very low noise 

Part No Descnption 
PPG6H2 GOLD FIFE PLUGS for up 

to 6mm CABLE 
PPG8H2 GOLD PTFE PLUGS for up 

to 8mm CABLE pair 

Extra High Quality Gold 
Plated Phono Oxygen Free 

(RCA) Leads ( pairs) 

Pope 
£3.50 

Pie 
£3.50 

Highly flexible oxygen free cable with extra maukled 
o control / grounding ocre. 

Part No. 
LPP1QG 
LPP2QG 
LPP5QG 

Length/Colour 
0.8 Metres/Green 
1.5 Metres/Green 
5 Metres/Green 

Price 
£5.50 
16.50 
£11.00 

Bass Reflex Tuning Ports 

A range of adjustable plastic parts for tse ir vanous 
sues of loudspeaker cabinets. d.deameter 
L.adjustable length Imml 

Pan No. 
R35 
R50 
R70 
8100 
885 

Dunensions 
d.35L.110-210 
[1=501=150-280 
0.701.128-245 
(41101,160-122 
d=.85 angled 45' for narrow 
cabinets1,210-310 

Price 
£2 50 
£3.00 
£3.50 
£5.50 

£6.50 

High Quality Components 
at the right price.Please 
add £3.00 carriage + 

VAT to all orders. Credit 
Card phone orders 

accepted. 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd, 40 & 42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NVV2 3ET. Tel: 0208 452 0161 Fax: 0208 208 1441 

YES! 

Vacuum Tubes for Audio Are Back! 

Glass Audio brings together 
yesterday's tube with today's 
improved components,voltage control, 
and the exciting new Soviet tubes, 
to make smooth sound in your 

livingroom possible again! 

Please send my first issue of Glass Audio. I'll pay just $45.00 for six issues 
(1 year); $80.00 for 12 issues (2 years) of the best information on tubes to be found 
anywhere. I understand that my satisfaction is guaranteed! 

Name  

Street & Number  

City  Postal Code  

Country  

Glass Audio 

REMIT IN US $ DFtAWN ON A US BANK ONLY PRICE GOOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1995, 

We Accept MC/VISA. 

PO Box 176, Dept. HFWS, Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA 
Phone: (603) 924-9464 or FAX 24 hours a day (603) 924-9467 



feature 

Gary Devon designs a budget 15W valve amplifier using the sweet sounding 

EL-84 output valve. It's a beauty for beginners. 

KEL-84 designed by Gary Devon 

Introduction by Noel Keywood 

Sound quality by Simon Pope 

Kit information by Nick Lucas 

V
alve amplifiers offer superb sound quali-

ty,They have a sweetness and lucidity 

that defies transistor amplifiers.Trouble 

is, commercial valve amplifiers are expensive, 

whilst building one at home seems a daunting 

task to many people. 

Here is an inexpensive, easy to build design that 

has enough power to go loud with modern, 

sensitive loudspeakers. It's aimed at enthusiasts 

and beginners who want to experiment but fear 

committing sums of money and time on the 

unknown. 

KEL-84, as we call it, produces I 5W per 

channel, has choke smoothing and is as quiet as 

a dormouse, when there's no music playing that 

is. With a printed circuit board (PCB) to 

minimise wiring errors, this one easy amplifier - 

easy to build, easy on your wallet and on your 

ear! 

Powerful valve amps of 40W or more run 

at very high voltages (500V+), demanding 

expensive transformers and capacitors. High 

power output valves are costly too and, eventu-

ally they need replacement. Here in Hi-Fi World 

towers, where enthusiasm overcomes fear, 

we've had plenty of experience with esoteric 

high voltage designs. Our masterpiece was a 

21 I amplifier running at 1200V, with transmitter 

rectifiers in the power supply.This is something 

we would never commercialise though. for 

safety reasons.The output transformers were 

wound by a power line transformer company 

solely for their knowledge of safety require-

ments at such high voltages. We provided the 

winding instructions; they worried about the 

insulation (so did we!). 

KEL-84 is a kitten by comparison but at 

the same time nearly every valve enthusiast 

started out building a design like this, thinking 

'wow!' and going on to build bigger and better 

designs. High voltage triodes like the 21 I and 

845 are amplifying devices to aspire to, or 

expire to if you touch the wrong pin. 

Within the worldwide hi-fi industry there 

are plenty of valve enthusiasts, old and young, 

who entered hi-fi by first building a modest 

valve amplifier like KEL-84.The internet, that 

wonderful place where individual talent shines 

so bright, is another testament to the valve's (or 

'tube' as it is more commonly known) wonders 

and mysteries.Yet it is not easy to find a starter 

design, especially one from a uniquely talented 

engineer like Gary Devon prepared to address 

real life wants. Simple designs are often rather 

esoteric, such as low power (3VV) single-ended 

types that offer great simplicity but also very 

little volume from everyday hi-fi loudspeakers. 

KEL-84 will go loud and it will give the 

same basic tonal balance and intrinsic accuracy 

as a solid-state amplifier. By this I mean it is 

fundamentally accurate. Vintage amplifiers were 

commonly unable to swing full output at high 

frequencies, a large reason for their compara-

tively soft, warm sound. It did not matter so 

much in the early days of the LP but CD and 

DVD produce a lot more energy up to 10kHz 

and slowly declining energy levels that extend 

past 20kHz our measurements show. KEL-84 

can swing full output at I OkHz and reproduce 

harmonics out to 50kHz (-2dB), the limit of 

DVD video sound track (24bit at 96kHz 

sampling rate) audio. It is a modern design that 

meets today's requirements. Distortion is low, 

through the use of Ultra-Linear working that 

requires output transformer taps. Noise is 

minimal too, with one of the lowest hum levels 

ever from a valve amplifier through the use of 

DC heaters. So although KEL-84 is a budget 

design, it isn't a cost cut design, nor an 

unsophisticated one.What you do get though is 

that wonderful sweetness, lucidity and natural-

ness that only valves provide. 

Why do they sound different? We are not 

certain. Most of the theories, like the presence 

of second harmonic distortion, are a bit simplis-

tic.Valve amplifiers with almost no distortion, 

like our Kit/Kat-88 designs, still retain all the 

clarity and freedom from harshness that is the 

hallmark of a valve amplifier. It seems likely that 

their sound is a function of many beneficial 

properties. It is rarely stated that transistor 

amplifiers are so inherently poor ( i.e. distorted ) 

that they must have feedback applied. It is not 

possible to design a solid-state audio amplifier 

without feedback (local or loop). 

By way of comparison, valve amps are so 

inherently good that they do not need feedback. 

It is of arguable benefit. 

There is a paradox in the use of feedback: 

the more it is needed the (cont. on p I 0) 
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feature  
KEL84 CIRCUIT 

by designer Gary Devon 

KEL84 uses a very simple circuit, possibly as 

simple as is possible for a push-pull amplifier. 

The signal first passes through the input 

switching and volume control network then 

via a grid stopper (R4/5) to the input stage of 

the amplifier. 

This first amplifying stage uses the pen-

tode section of an ECF80 triode / pentode 

valve. Here, a pentode is used with associated 

components to get sufficient gain to enable 

some overall feedback to be applied, while 

retaining the sensitivity needed for an inte-

grated amplifier. 

R 10/R11 is the anode resistor, whilst 

R6/R7 and C4/C5 form the voltage dropper 

and decoupling network for the screen grid 

(pin 3). R8/R9, C6/C7 and R32/R33 form the 

cathode / feedback network with compensa-

tion capacitor C 16/C17 to ensure a clean 

square wave. 

R34/R35 and C 16/CI9 form a step net-

work across the anode load resistor of the 

input stage.These components are necessary 

in this circuit to form a well defined open 

loop response ensuring stability when the 

feedback loop is closed. 

The voltage amplifier formed by the pen-

tode feeds directly into the phase splitter 

which is of the Concertina type.This phase 

splitter uses the triode section of the ECF80 

with equal anode and cathode resistors, 

R I 2/R I 3 and R14/R I 5. The DC potential from 

the anode of the pentode provides the neces-

sary DC bias point for the Concertina. 

The ECF80 is a commonly available valve. 

It was used extensively in televisions and 

radios of a bygone era. It's a shame this valve 

isn't used more often because it has a super 

smooth, colourful sound quality. 

C8/C9 and C 1 0/C11 are the DC blocking/ 

coupling capacitors from the phase splitter to 

the output valves, a pair of EL84 pentodes. 

The EL84 really is an excellent little valve, one 

of the best sounding output valves available. It 

has a warm and sweet sound together with 

superb micro and macro dynamics which 

VALVE PIN LAYOUT 

LVhíCF8OLJ 

6 1 

7 

h 
h 

g2P 3 

g1P 2 

aT 

6aP 

7 cP'g3P 

08 CT 

T=triode 
991- P=pentode 

belie it's relatively small power rating. 

Also, modern EL84s are rugged little 

valves, especially the Russian EL84M which 

has an increased anode power rating of I4W 

as compared to the I2W of Mullard's original. 

In KEL-84 they are operated with cathode 

or automatic bias, The cathode resistors 

R24/R25 and R26/R27 develop the bias 

potential and decoupling is performed by 

C12/C13 and C14/C15.R16/RI7 and 

R 18/RI9 are the grid resistors and R20/R2 I 

and R22/R23 are grid stoppers. 

The output transformer has Ultra Linear 

taps to allow experimentation with this mode 

of operation.These taps are at 12.5% of the 

total primary winding which is a little less 

than that used in vintage amplifiers, where 

15% to 20% was commonly used for the 

EL84. Ultra Linear operation attempts to con-

vert the pentode's characteristic to some-

thing similar to that of a triode. Hence Ultra 

Linear's other commonly used name which is 

"partial triode operation". If one could imag-

ine the screen grid being connected directly 

to the anode, then the valve would operate as 

a triode.At the other end of the scale, with 

the screen connected directly to the H.T. line 

then we have pure pentode operation. Ultra 

6.3V dc 

,  V3/4-EL84 

7  

k,g3 3 

g1 2 
1 

nc 

T1C 

7 a 

8 nc 

g2 

Linear mode takes the screen grid to a tap-

ping point on the output transformer primary 

which is somewhere between the triode and 

pentode extremes, giving a similar power out-

put to the pentode condition but with the tri-

ode's mainly second harmonic distortion 

structure. It is entirely possible for the exper-

imenter to change the operation of the out-

put stage of KEL84 by moving the screen grid 

connection around, The kit is supplied wired 

for Ultra Linear, but by changing the screen 

grid connections of the output valves Triode, 

Pentode and Ultra Linear operation can be 

tried. With triode operation the power out-

put will drop drastically however, We didn't 

get enough time in the lab to get measure-

ment results for all these operational modes, 

but we will try to publish results and modifi-

cation tips in the next supplement. 

The power supply is a semiconductor rec-

tified unit with capacitor input. The H.T line is 

further smoothed with an inductor and 

capacitor combination for the output stage. 

Further decoupling is achieved by R I and C3 

for the input stages. GD 

FV5/6-EL84  

7 

 .1q 
4 5 - 

h 

9 
2 

  6.3V ac 

Views are from underneath valve or valve holder 
h = heater hct = heater centre tap c = cathode a = anode g1= grid 1 g2 = grid 2 g3 = grid 3 nc = no connection 
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feature 
ONE CHANNEL OF THE KEL-84 AMPLIFIER 

idpe 

Tupe 
Out 

CD 

Tape 

ITC 

R34/R35 
10k 

R6/R 
330k 

C16/C17, 3.9nF 

C113/Ci i 

220pF 

110Vdc 

V1/2 ECF80 

R4/R5. 3.3k 

C4/C5 
0.47uF 
400V 

R2 R3 

285 Vd  

Point di 

R12/R13 
27k 

RIO 1111 
- • 

L73Vdc 

R8/R9 

GRID STOPPER 

A 'grid stopper is a resis-

tor used to prevent oscil-

lation. It is wired hard up 

against the input of a 

valve by cutting the 

resistor's lead as short as 

possible. 

Grid stoppers range 

in value from I k-5k usual-

ly.You can see them in 

the diagram above as 

R4/5, R20/21 and R22/23. 

They do not attenuate 

the signal since they are 

working into a high 

impedance of megohms. 

POWER SUPPLY FOR BOTH CHANNELS 

Mains ransformer 

For 230V/240V operation join windings in series 

For 110/120V operation join wirdings in parallel 

D1 

C8/C9 
0.22uF 
400V 

R16/R17 

205Vdcl 

R18/R19 
470k 

C10/C11 
0.22uF 
400V 

R14/R15 

i 309Vdc 

2 
R20/R21 
6.8k 

C12/C13 
100uF 
35V 

C14/C15 
100uF 
35V 

R22/823 

R32/R33, 750R 

-309Vdc 

7 V5/6-EL84 

11Vdc 

R24/R25 
270R 
1W 

R26/R27 
27OR 
1W 

7 
V3/4-EL84 

R28/R29 

1310Vdc 

¡Point A 

310 VO 

R30/R31 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 
(0 PT.) 

8 ohm 

1' I 

feedback loop 

LOUDSPEAKER 

MATCHING 

Valve amplifiers are ' load 

matched' sources. Ideally, 

they should see an even 

8ohm load (or 4ohms 

with a 4ohm tap).Very 

large load variations 

affect frequency 

response slightly, power 

decreasing where there's 

a large mismatch.The 

effect is not great and 

feedback in KEL-84 min-

imises it.A sensitive 

loudspeaker with an 

even impedance charac-

teristic is the best 

choice.We designed 

KLS-I4 as a good match, 

and our bigger KLS-9 

floorstander is also very 

suitable. A good com-

mercial floorstander 

would be the Acoustic 

Energy AE2 or Quadral 

tested in this issue (p I I). 

240Vac@ 300mA 

D4 

D3 

3.15V-0V 

D2 

320Vdc 

Cl 
= 

100uF 

450V 7  

U. 1H 250mA 

 rl(Y1  

to point A 

310Vdc 

R1. 2.2K. 2W 

C2 
100uF 
450V 

to point B 

285Vdc 

C3 
100uF 
450V 

R38 
220K 
2W 

(7- 1 

I 15V. 6.5A 

ER1 
C22 
4700uF 
16V 

6.3V d.c. for 2 x ECF80 heaters 

6.3V a.c. for 4 x EL84 heaters 
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feature 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

KEL84 produces I 5W into an 8ohm load, 

which with a sensitive loudspeaker will give 

good volume levels in the average room. 

Some of the floorstanders we test this 

month, especially the sensitive Quadral with 

its flat impedance curve, are a good match for 

a small amp like this, although in practice 

valve amps are far more able to cope with 

difficult loudspeakers than theory suggests. 

Alternatively, our KLS-14 kit loudspeaker is a 

good match, or for those with the floor space 

KLS-9 is also suitable. 

Frequency response extends from I 7Hz 

up to 30kHz (- I dB) with a smooth roll-off 

above this frequency, so KEL84 covers the 

audio band and beyond quite confidently. 

The use of d.c. heaters keeps hum down 

to a very low 0.4mV on each channel, making 

it virtually inaudible even at the loudspeaker. 

We usually aim for I mV, which is inaudible at 

the listening position, but can be heard as a 

gentle hum at the loudspeaker. Some find this 

disconcerting, even though it does not affect 

sound quality. Directly heated triodes like 

3008 and 21 I produce 2-3mV of hum even 

with hum bucking, yet have a reputation for 

superb sound quality, so hum is no arbiter of 

quality. However, it is satisfying to produce a 

SOUND QUALITY 

The quality that can be gleaned from this amp 

is a fine introduction to the joys of the valve 

sound.The KEL84 will highlight all the intrica-

cies and depth of detail in your favourite 

recordings whilst retaining a warmth and full-

ness.This combination of both detail and 

warmth is almost the exclusivity of pure valve 

amps and is rare at this price point. 

Playing an Opus3 recording of Eric Bibb's 

'Good Stuff' highlighted just what this amp is 

capable of. Using our own KLSI4 high sensi-

tivity, infinite baffle standmount KEL-84 

revealed a delicate yet controlled sound.This 

recording is all-acoustic and guitars had ambi-

ence and an luminosity that was very involv-

(continued from p7) worse an amplifier 

must be.That it works is unarguable; that it is 

the real solution is arguable. If amplifiers were 

better in the first place they wouldn't need 

something to make them work properly. 

Although KEL-84 has feedback applied it is 

a relatively small amount, enough just to tiddle' 

the performance figures so they are modern 

and appropriate, as people expect. 

Then there's the sheer simplicity of valve 

amplifiers. Fewer components and fewer 

amplifying devices make for a cleaner, less 

coloured sound.They are very transparent 

sounding and particularly amenable to tuning by 

silent amp and KEL84 manages to be 

supremely quiet. Hiss is just about inaudible 

at -98dB CCIR weighted. 

The use of ultra- linear operation where 

the screens work from primary tappings con-

tributes to a low distortion figure of 0.02% at 

I kHz, I W output. Distortion rises to 0.15% 

at I OkHz, I W output, comprising second 

and third harmonics only. At full output dis-

tortion rises to 0.3% in the midband and I% 

at I OkHz, but again low-order harmonics 

only appear. This is a good, clean perfor-

mance, free from the high order harmonics 

that add roughness and grittiness to an 

amplifier's sound. Indeed, a valve amp's 

sound usually thickens up and gets muddled 

at overload, rather than producing the rip-

ping sound of solid-state, mainly due to the 

lower levels of feedback used.This is why 

valve amps seem to go much louder than 

their power output suggests. 

KEL84 measures well in all respects. It's 

a quality design for beginners that offers a 

sweet alternative to solid-state, since the 

EL84 valve has a great reputation for sound 

quality. NK 

At right: a I kHz square wave with 

clean leading edges, free from ringing. 

ing, with details such as hand movements 

along the bridge as clear as a bell. Eric Bibb's 

plaintive voice was positioned nicely forward 

of the speakers, with a touch of warmth 

added to the slightly dry voice.This amp 

excels with this type of fare. 

Moving on to the excellent SACD/CD 

hybrid disc of Faure and Ravel's piano trios on 

the Hyperion label, the KEL84 demonstrated 

its deft and graceful handling of the music.The 

imaging and depth in this recording is near 

perfect and KEL-84 made the most of the 

simple but effective mix. Balance between the 

piano and strings was perfect - the piano 

placed, with the right amount of sonic weight, 

the addition of special high quality components. 

Simplicity makes assembly easy for 

beginners, and valves are robust too.They will 

survive abuse.They are well suited to DIY. 

Valves do wear out of course, having a life 

of a few thousand hours.The EL-84s used in this 

amplifier are plentiful though and cheap. Our 

use of auto-bias means bias re-adjustment is 

unnecessary when a valve is changed. 

With 380mV input sensitivity KEL-84 will 

match any modern source, be it MD, CD, DVD 

or tuner. So it can form the centre of a system. 

It's always satisfying to build your own kit and 

this is a great way to start out. The amplifier's 

Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

level 
(%) 

0.5 

Distortion 

I 5watts 

I 7Hz-30kHz 

70dB 

-98dB 

0.02% 

380mV 

10k frequency (Hz) 60k 

slightly to the back right whilst the string 

soloists bowed with dexterity in front.The 

KEL84 handled the dextrous playing deftly and 

gracefully, bringing a high-end sound to the 

performance. 

This amplifier manages to combine pres-

ence and depth to recordings, matched by a 

smooth and rounded overall sound which 

simply defies it's humble price tag. It has good, 

controlled bass weight and an exceptionally 

sweet sound in upper frequencies. It's a great 

introduction for those uninitiated to the 

valve-sound world, a subtle and sophisticated 

performer for those who crave more pres-

ence from their music. SP 

easy going, fluid sound will make it all 

worthwhile..NK 

SAFETY 

Although KEL-84 is an easy build we do not 

recommend you tackle it if you lack simple 

basic skills, such as the ability to solder, and 

are unacquainted with electricity. Exposed 

electrical connections inside carry potentially 

lethal voltages (320V). 

Safety gloves (650V DC rating) are 

necessary when testing, since they make 

electric shock impossible. See p I I for price. 
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THE KIT 

KEL-84 is compact, with a footprint not much 

larger than a piece of A4 paper. Although 

designed for the budget conscious, we have 

given it a classy look with a 3mm anodised 

front panel and custom made chrome knobs. 

The main chassis is constructed from 

2mm mild steel with a durable black powder 

coat finish. It is sturdy, giving KEL-84 is good 

solid feel, just how a quality valve amp should 

be! 

Being an integrated amplifier it will accept 

five line level inputs, plus one tape monitor 

input, with a tape out included, all controlled 

from the front panel. 

The phono sockets provided are all gold 

plated, as are the speaker output sockets, 

which accept 4mm banana plugs as well as 

bare wire. 

The mains switch is positioned at the rear 

of the amplifier and is easily accessible.This 

avoids problems with hum pick-up from the 

mains wiring passing close to the input valve a 

potential problem when the mains switch is 

located at the front panel.The mains is 

received via an IEC lead and the back panel 

sports an earth post. 

The KEL-84 weighs in at I Okg. External 

dimensions with valves are 300mm(w) x 

270mm(d) x 150mm(h). 

SOLDERING 

The kit is based on a printed circuit board, 

since this reduces wiring errors, We find the 

biggest problem constructors experience are 

errors caused by bad solder joins.These gen-

erally have the appearance of a dull ball bear-

ing of around 2-3mm diameter and are 

known as 'dry joints'.The main reason is con-

structors using a low wattage soldering iron 

with high temperature solder as thick as a 

pencil lead. All you need is an Antex 25 watt 

soldering iron that plugs straight into the 

mains, available from Maplin code No. FR I 2N. 

An ideal solder to use is their 10m 22swg 

pack, code No. FR2I X. Both can be purchased 

for just over £ 12.00. Maplins can be reached 

on 01702 554000. 

Our instruction manual includes a 'How 

to solder' section. To further assist in a suc-

cessful build we have included in the instruc-

tion manual a pictorial reference of the kit in 

certain stages of build so you can make that 

all-so-effective visual check. 

We also have a help- line that is manned 

9.00am to 5.00pm Mon-Fri and a back-to-

base repair facility if the worst comes to the 

worst. 

The kit is based on a printed circuit board 

to facilitate construction. This is electronics 

by numbers in a sense. All external connec-

tions are made via PCB terminal pins once 

the board is in place . The trickiest part is the 

wiring of the signal inputs to the selector, 

tape source switch and volume control 

potentiometer. As long as you work methodi-

cally and identify each wire you will have no 

problem. 

The amp requires no set up, you just turn 

it on. It is self-biassing too so valves can be 

changed without any need for adjustment. We 

hope KEL-84 marks the start of 'the begin-

ners' entry into the wonderful world of kits, 

since you cannot beat the satisfaction of 

building it yourself. NL 

Gary Devon is a professional designer 

who has worked for UK and Japanese 

amplifier manufacturers. He produces 

commercial designs for UK companies, 

as well as World Audio Design kits. 

Gary has been designing valve 

amplifiers all his life and is acknowl-

edged as one of the world's top 

experts. 

PARTS LIST 

RESISTORS: CAPACITORS: 

R I 2.2K, 2W 1 C 1 /C2/C3 I 00uF 450V 3 

R2/R3 1M, 0.5W 2 C4/C5 0.47uF 400V 2 

R4/R5 3K3, 0.5W 2 C6/C7 1000uF 10V 2 

R6/R7 330K, 0.5W 2 C8/C9 0.22uF 400V 2 

R8/R9 22R, 0.5W I CIO/C11 0.22uF 400V 2 

RIO/R11 100K, I W 2 C12/C13 100uF 35V 2 

R12/R13 27K, 0.5W 2 C14/C15 100uF 35V 2 

R14/R15 27K, 0.5VV 2 C16/C17 2.2nF 2 

R16/R17 470K, 0.5W 2 C18/C19 220pF 2 

RI8/R19 470K, 0.5W 2 C20/C21 0.1uF, 50V 2 

R20/R2 1 6.8K, 0.5W 2 C22 4700uF I6V 1 

R22/R23 6.8K, 0.5W 2 

R24/R25 270R, I W 2 

R26/R27 270R, I W 2 DIODES & BRIDGE RECTIFIER 

R28/R29 100R, 0.5W 2 BR I KBU4D I 

R30/R31 100R, 0.5W 2 D 1 D2/D3/D4 BYV96E 4 

R32/R33 750R, 0.5VV 2 

R34/R35 10K, 0,5W 2 TRANSFORMERS 

R36/R37 I OR, 2W 2 Choke, LI I 

R38 220K, 2W 1 Output transformer 2 

VR 1 100k, log pot 1 Mains transformer I 

KEL-84 INTEGRATED VALVE AMPLIFIER is available as a kit from 
World Audio Publishing Ltd 

KEL-84 K240/120 
(with valves) 

KEL-84 K240/120 
(without valves) 

Safety gloves 

UK (inc. vat & p&p) 
£250.00 

£225.00 

£10.00 

Overseas (exc. vat & p&p) 
£215.00 

£195.00 

£9.00 

Call or fax Nick Lucas on: +44 (0)1908 218836 (9am-5pm, Monday-Friday) 
e-mail: orders@worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

order on-line from www.worldaudiodesign.co.uk 
For overseas freight charges, please call, fax or e-mail. 
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A MESSAGE  

Falcon Acoustics Ltd 
Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound 

http:11www.falcon-acoustics.co.uk 

DR!h t NI I s. h) FOCAL & seas, and a pick of the best from other manufacturers. 

Coming:- ETON HEXACONE Range of units 

1(11}4- CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive. Components. Accessories, 

COMPONENTS 

SOLEN Polypropy lene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd. 

Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd. 

.U.CAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non-Polar): 50v. 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd. 

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors. 

FERRITE:- Standard. High Power. Super Power. Super Soper Power + AIRC'ORED056 - 1.25nun wire 

NEW IRON DUST. 1mm wire 

TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in 1mH steps & 0-1mH in 0.ImH steps 

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS 

NEW. Valves for Audio Frequency Amplifiers from Philips Technical Library plus lots in P/L. 

Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set. 

Altogether 50+ hooks and 50+ Audio Amateur's magazine year sets. 1999 sets available. 

'State of the Art' Units & Kit Designs 

B300 8.5Iitre 2 way Compact,88.5 dB/watt system; -3dB. point of 60Hz. 
B400 18Iitre 2 way Compact,90.5 dB/watt system; -3dB. point of 55Hz. 

C500 301itre 2 way Column, 89.5 dB/watt system; -3dB. point of 45Hz. 
C600 52Iitre 2 way Column, 91.0 dB/watt system; -3dB. point of 42Hz. 

C700 53Iitre 3 way Column, 89.5 dB/watt system: -3dB. point of 38Hz. 
C800 II 83Iitre 3 way Column, 92.0 dB/watt system; -3dB. point of 32Hz. 

Unit Spec Booklet available 30p. 
Please send A4 SAE with 44p stamp (66p with PL) +30p extra stamps. 

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972 

Send for our FREE price list PL29: Just send a large S.A.E. (44p stamp) or US$2 bill overseas, 
Europe USS1 bill or 3 International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:- ( Dept HEW) Tabor House. 

Norwich Road, MULBARTON. Norwich. Norfolk. NR14 8.IT Tel (0)1508 578272 

NEW PRODUCTS FOR VALVE 

PRE AMPS 
Full range of Mumetal input and output 

transformers for balanced and unbalanced 
pre-amps, microphone amps, equalizers etc. 

SOWTER 1741.s 
TRANSFORMERS 

For the true "valve sound" and elimination of hum and 
interference in your own or vintage designs. A new 
range and custom service for low power transformers 
to complement our power amplifier products. 
Transformers built to order 2-4 weeks delivery. Full 
technical support. Free catalogue. Visa, MasterCard, 
JCB etc. 

E A Sowter Ltd 

PO Box 36 IPSWICH 

IP1 2EL England 

Tel: (+44) (0) 1473 252794 

Fax: (+44) (0) 1473 236188 

E- Mail: sales@sowter.co.uk 

techsupport@sowterco.uk 

call or visit our Website for 

catalogue and information 

http://www.sowter.co.uk 

from the U.K.s Premier Valve-equipment Repair & Restoration Centre: 

* * * * * 

-IT DOESN'T MATTER whether your equipment is 
Old, New, in Kit form, Valve. Solid-state, Audio or RE" 

We... 
Repair, Restore, Re-calibrate, Re-align:-

Tape recorders by Revox Tascam (up to 1"), Teac. Aka), 
Valve amps., pre-amps., tuners, cinema amps., 

theatre-organ amps., industrial p.a. amps. from Radford. Quad, Leak, 
Kalee, Clarke & Smith, Compton, Parmeko, RCA, Altobass etc, 

Valve Communications Receivers and Transmitters 
(to 30 MHz/2kW/6'6 tall) by KW, Marconi, Labgear, Eddystone. 

Redifon, Ajax, RCA. Tiger and so on. 

We 

Build that Kit for you or 
Re-build it if you've had a go but it's gone pear-shaped. 

We will... 

Custom-build for you a published Classic design or 
Design something special and build the prototype 
(A 250-wall AB2 high level modulator, Sir9 No problems!.') 

All this, 

as well as being an Authorised Service Centre for such respected 
names of the Digital Era as Denon, Pioneer, Ken wood, Yamaha 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Overall, some pretty comprehensive facilities..., and it will take only 
a few minutes of your life plus a few pence from your pocket to call/fax 

and discuss your requirements: 0113 244 0378 

We are: 

AUDIO LABORATORIES (LEEDS) 
3 Kildare Terrace Industrial Estate, 

Leeds LS12 1DB, England 

Website:www.audiolabs.co.uk 

TECHNICAL & GENERAL 
SOME NECESSITIES - FROM THE ORIGINAL CLASSIC TURNTABLE SPECIALISTS 

ÇONNOISSEUR 
BD1/2 Drive Belt 
BD1/2 Motor Suspension kit 
SAU.2 Heads-hell 
SAU.2 Connecting Lead 

GARRARD Standard Models 
Wired arm tubes 
Cartridge carriers (sliders) 

301/401 TranscriotIon models 
Original Thrust pad assembly 
Original Idler tension spring 
Original Brake pad 
Xeroxcopy Owners Manual 301 incl. full size mounting template 

Replacement 301 control knobs On-Off/Speed select 
Replacement 301 suppressor unit 
Replacement 301 motor pulley (-2%), (-1%), (Std), (+1%) 
Replacement 301 Chrome plated mounting bolts 
Recommended Lubrication set - early 301 or 301/401 

GOLDRING/LENCO  
Idler wheel (lock-nut or clip fixing) 
Tension spring 
Arm pivot beraings - with fining instructions 
Spindle/Main bearing assembly complete 

Chassis susoension springs (set of 4) 
Headshells 
Instruction books 

THORENS 
TD.124 series  
Idler wheel original £28.50 
Idler wheel our redesigned replacement £16.50 
Drive belt £17.50 
Suspension rubbers ('mushrooms') £16.50 
TD.150/160 
Drive Belt £14.70 
Suspension springs (- 1%), (Std), (+ 1%) (set of 3) set £13.50 
Suspension - main bushes (set of 3) set £13.50 
Armboards 10.150 blank £12.50 

" TD.160 " £10.20 
CECIL WATTS Dustbugs 8 spares - incl. Preener wicks 

pair 

each 
set 
(specify) 

£11.60 
£14.50 
£17.50 
£16.50 

£1.90 
£2.50 
£2.90 
£3.20 

from £14.50 £2.90 
£12.50 £1.90 

£12.50 
£3.25 
£2.40 
£9.30 
£7.20 

£21.50 
£6.20 

£16.20 
£7.20 
£6.20 

£21.20 
£3.25 
£9.25 

GL.69f72 £21.00 
GL.75/78 £25.00 
set £19.50 
from £22.25 
from £4.50 

Cartridges and styli for 78s and Mono LPs in addition to current Stereo LPs 

TECHNICAL & GENERAL 
PO BOX 53, CROWBOROUGH, EAST SUSSEX, TN6 2BY 

TELEPHONE: 01892 654 534 

£2.50 
£1.90 
£1.90 
£1.90 
£1.90 

£2.90 
£2.50 
£2.50 
£2.50 
£1.90 

£2.90 
£1.90 
£1.90 
£3.90 
£3.90 
£3.90 
£2.80 
£1.90 

£2.90 
£2.90 
£1.90 
£2.90 

£1.90 
£2.90 
£2.90 
£2.50 
£2.90 



feature 

Caught in the WEB 
The world wide web is full of wacky DIY audio sites. Jon Marks checks out a few. 

ee 

here s a place for everyone on the 

arweb. It's a world where Sony rub 

shoulders with DlYers - and the 

latter look more interesting! At least, to 

anyone reading this.The web is where 

exotic hi-fi interests can be given full 

expression, a place for tube amps and 

horn loudspeakers, a place where special 

interests and dedication shine brightly. 

There are some great DIY sites out there, 

caught in the web. Here is a small but 

interesting se ection. Check out their links 

to move further afield. 

Horn Speakers 

MELHUISH HORNS 

http://melhuish.orgiaudio 

Here's an interesting corner of a personal-

interests site by New Zealander James 

Melhuish, situated in Massachusetts. USA. 

Ignoring the cats, car and rock climbing, the 

audio interest section covers both horns and 

full range drivers in useful depth.What makes 

sites such as James Melhuish Horns refreshing is 

a huge number of reliable links which add up to 

an extremely broad knowledge base when it 

comes to hands-on construction, theory and 

choice of drive unit. 

There is a list of horn drivers on this site, 

amongst which are Babb Speakers, Diatone, 

Furuyama Audio Laboratory, JBL, Manger 

(bending wave transducers), Roiene. 

So you know how to house such drivers, 

pages on enclosure construction include open 

baffle, sealed enclosure, tapered quarter-wave 

tube (AKAVoigt pipe) and horns both front and 

rear-loaded. 

mouth 

rear chamber front chamber 

When it comes to horns, there are lucid, 

informative discussions covering all stages of 

speaker construction, from choosing how low 

you want the speaker to go, through equations 

for throat area and flare expansion rates for 

exponential, hyperbolic and tractrix horns 

(usefully number-crunched by software on the 

site) to materials, assembly and measurement. 

If you really want to delve deep into the 

theory, the Resources section covers printed 

matter as well as electronic.All in all, a superb 

site that oozes the enthusiasm that'll have you 

heading for the work bench to assemble your 

next killer prototype. 

_-eff øjI 

KBAPPS HI-FI http://www.kbapps.com 

This is another US site where there's a broad 

spectrum of hi-fi information, albeit with less in-

depth, practical knowledge than you'll find on 

James Melhuish Horns.Fgain there are non-

audio topics such as cooking, currency 

conversion and song lyrics, all putting in an 

appearance alongside guitar amps. 

This site scores is for its on-line calculators 

that cover a wide range of enclosure and 

crossover types. If your maths isn't up to turning 

Thiele-Small parameters into box and port 

dimensions, let these little programmes take the 

strain instead.The subsequent advice regarding 

materials, driver placement, damping and cabling 

is all fairly basic, but for the beginner, these 

pages are a fine starting point on a DIY career. 

If you're more concerned with bottles than 

boxes, there's a couple of interesting sections on 

valve theory, construction and care penned by R 

Aspen Pittman, head of Groove Tubes.Although 

the bias is towards the musician rather than the 

audiophile, there's still a lot worth reading here. 

The same goes for the sheets of specs provided 

for a range of common tubes like the I2AT7, 

6L6,5AU4, EL34 and EL84. Also to be found on 

Kbapps hi-fi is another handy links list. 
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1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

Interconnects Speaker Cables 

Best Speaker Cable 

Best Interconnect & Highly 
Recommended Speaker Cable 

Best Interconnect & 
Best Speaker Cable 

Best Speaker Cable & 
Highly Recommended 
Interconnect 

Doesn't Your System Deserve The Best? 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

Please telephone, fax or write to 

Cable Talk, 
Unit J, Albany Park, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 2PL 
Tel (UK ONLY): FREEPHONE 0808 - 100 - 6868 

TEL: (+44) (0) 1276 686717. FAX: (+44) (0) 1276 686353 

(CT HFW 12/00) 

11111=13111211EMEM 
11•01213:71=1111 
DAAHT & 60LADON 

Speaker Kits From IPL Acoustics 

IPL Acoustics are pleased to announce their latest range of speaker kits 
which include no less than seven transmission lines, three conventional 
speakers, two AV centre speakers, and an active subwocter kit. 

!PL kits are designed to the very highest specification using sophisticated 
Audiosuite testing system to ensure smooth response. correct phase, and 
low distortion. Only the best drivers and crossover components are 
utilised. 

Our two new flagship transmission line kits include the: 

S3TLM RIBBON which incorporates a superb custom built aluminium 
coned 6.5" bass mid unit and the unique new IPL Ribbon tweeter. 

SST', GOLD which incorporates the Audax 10" HDA bass unit, the 5" 
RDA mid unit, and the highly acclaimed Audax piezo GOLD dome 
tweeter in a transmission line enclosure. The sound quality of all ¡PL 
speakers compare well with commercial speakers costing .3-4 times the 
cost of the kit and are tunable to suit your room and system. 

If you would like further details of our range, which includes drivers. 
Quality components. and Silver PTFE cables, please send a 44p A4 
S.A.E. to 1131. Acoustics. Chelsea Villa Torrs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, 
EX34 8AY. Tel: 01271 867 439 
We h..11 e : NS' %V W,t plaCOUStiCS.Cck tlk 

WIRE & INSULATION 
introduce DESKADEL Products 

731/733 Ormskirk Road • Pemberton 

Wigan • Lancashire • England • WN5 8AT 

TEUFAX. 44-1 - 942887171 

erdreeeleide "" 

The DESKADEL range of HI-Fi interconnect, speaker 

cables, hook-up wires and tone arm wires are 

precision manufactured featuring PURE SILVER 

conductors insulated with PTFE in a variety of 

designs to suit all applications. Using only the 

finest materials and the latest manufacturing 

techniques we aim to provide a selection 

of quality products for superb natural 

sound reproduction on a scale 

previously unheard. 

DISTRIBUTORS 

ARBELOS 

Tel/Fax: 41-613616466 

AUDIO SYNTHESIS 

Tel: 44-1-159224138 

Fax: 44-1-159229701 

411MOMlIi 

ANALOGUE AUDIO 

PRODUCTS 

Tel/Fax: 31-30-6044342 

DESKADEL INT BVBA 

Tel: 32-3-8892231 

Fax: 32-38609181 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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CONE-CENTRIC 

http://www.agora.didusers/ole.thofte/con 

us I .htm 

A trip well off the beaten path this time, with 

an illuminating design by Ole Thofte, of 

Denmark.The subject is a full-range 

loudspeaker drive unit again, but this one is 

DIY and requires a little, erm,'inventive 

cannibalisation' of widely available parts.The 

transducer in question is omni-directional. Ole 

explains:"This project is inspired by the Walsh 

driver from the Seventies and especially by the 

DDD driver from German Physiks.This driver 

is very good, but expensive (about 2000$ per 

driver). Conus I will not ruin you since it will 

cost you 500 Dkr (85$) a pair to build, cheaper 

if you use recycled materials". 

What follows is a concise, well-illustrated 

guide to producing this unusual driver and 

housing it in a tapered quarter-wave tube. In 

rough précis, take one full-range driver (prefer-

ably inexpensive if this is your first time!), 

remove the standard cone and replace with a 

much longer one made, in this case, from 

metallised paperTo whet the appetite for this 

weird and wonderful creation, there are two 

pictures of the finished device. 

What appeals on this site is the imagina-

tive design allied once more to an infectious 

passion for hi-fi and the desire to share discov-

eries. 

DIG IITAL DOMAIN 

http://galstar.com/—ntracy/ACG/acg.htm 

If your heart lies with the silver disc, one site 

you shouldn't miss is the Audio Crafter's Guild, 

from Tulsa, Oklahoma.The overall thrust is very 

much DIY, the practical side being backed up by 

technical essays and a full links list 

A list of projects runs from an article on 

supply decoupling by Guido Tent (as published 

in this very Supplement last year) via a number 

of sections on reclocking and modifying 

commerrial DACs and integratec players. 

There's also a very interesting suggestion for a 

DIY implementation of the S/PDIF interface 

between DAC and transport, which has only 

been tried commercially by Audio Alchemy and 

Sonic Frontiers (in their top £ 14000 

DAC/transport combo) as far as we're aware. 

As ever, chief bugbear is jitter as 

contributed primarily through poor clocking 

and noisy supplies, but tube DACs and 

sampling-rate converters get a look in too.This 

site should definitely be on the favourites list of 

eiy digitally-minded audiophile. 

:1 DIMMER Mel E 

, 

AUDIO ASYLUM 

http://www.aud ïoasylu m.com 

Audio Asylum is a discussion group with a wide 

range of topics, including those beloved by 

DlYers, such as Tubes, High Efficiency Speakers 

and Single Ended Triodes.There's a Tweaks/DIY 

section and although this doesn't sound 

promising, tweaking being less ambitious than 

full on design and construction, in fact it's as 

varied as the interests of the contributors. 

From the mundane through to the highly 

expert people e-mail the Asylum with their 

DIY concerns and anyone listening who can 

help posts up a reply.With feedback coming in 

from around the world the responses can be 

quite unexpected. It's always worth checking 

the Asylum if you have a problem. 

..„ , . 

Scholtungsdlenst 

Lange o.H G. 

welcome at our latmeoage 

CIRCUITS 

http://www.schaltungsdienst.com 

This is a commercial site that sells circuit 

diagrams. Schaltungsdienst Lange o.H.G. is a 

Berlin based company with an on-line database 

possessing over 260,000 documents, they 

claim.Amongst all the dotcoms this is a rare 

service and potentially a very valuable for 

anyone stuck for information. Most of the 

supported brands are modern day commer-

cials, like Aiwa. Sony and Philips, but there are 

also lesser known German makes like Korting. 

Schaltungsdienst haven't located the U.K. or 

U.S.A. yet it might appear, with major brand 

names like Quad conspicuously missing.Yet 

there are some surprises, like Garrard and 

MacIntosh.And they do have an English 

language pages. For anyone wanting to repair 

or tweak Japanese product this site may well 

hold invaluable information. 
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KIT 8t COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

CLASSIC TURNTABLES 

Technical & General 
P.O. Box 53, Crowborough, 
East Sussex TN6 2BY. 
Tel: 01892 65 45 34. 
The original specialist source of spares, 
replacements and expertise for the classic 
turntables.Years of actual experience and 
comprehensive range of parts (originals 
and re-manufactures), manuals, ancillaries, 

No dubious 'improvements' - no harmful 
'modifications'. Our specialities: 
Connoisseur; Garrard; Goldring; Lenco; 
S.M.E.;Thorens; Watts; Ortofon; Shure: 
Cartridges and styli for 78s. Mono LPs, 
Stereo LPs. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

AP Electronics 
20 Derwent Centre, Clarke Street, 
Derby, DEI 2BUT 
Check out the AP ELECTRONICS cata-
logue. It's free with every order of over 
£40.00 or can be purchased for a £4.95 
cheque payable to .AUDIOKITS'. Over 80 
pages include pre and power amplifier 
kits, high grade audiophile resistors, capac-
itors and semiconductors, audio and 
mains cables, gold and rhodium plated 

connectors and COMPONENT NOTES 
on using high grade parts.A quarterly 

newsletter 'AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO' 
has been recently launched and your first 
issue is free. 

AudioCom (UK), 
Unit 14 Pier Road 
Pembroke Dock 
Pembrokeshire, SA72 6TR 
Tel: 01646 685601 - Fax: 01646 685602 
Website: www.audiocom-uk.com 
E-Mail: enquiries@audiocom-uk.com 
Audiocom are international suppliers of 
premium grade components. Our prod-
uct range includes: Elna Cerafine, Elna 
Silmic, Sanyo OS-CON, Black Gate, MIT 
Multicap self bypass film capacitors, Pro 
Cap silver foil paper in oil & extended sil-
ver foil paper in oil, 99.99% silver wire, 
OFC inductors, Danish Audio Connect 
CT I and CT2 attenuators, as well as the 
NEW CTIO0 Phono stage and CTIOI 
line stage, Continual Cast Silver 
Loudspeaker cable and interconnects. Our 
own design products include SUPER-
CLOCK & PSU (check out the reviews) 8, 
Q-power ultra-low noise discrete regula-

tor, as well as many other products. 
Catalogue is £2.50 (UK) & £3.50 (over-
seas) 

Audio-Links 
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe, 

North Lincolnshire DN16 ¡EL 
Tel/Fax: 01724 870432 

Large range of specialist audiophile com-
ponents for solid state and valve enthusi-
asts. Mail order and a friendly service. 
Monday to Saturday. 9am - 6pm. 
30 Page Catalogue - £2.00. 

Avondale Audio, 
The Hollius, Avondale Rood 
Chesterfield 540 4TF 
Tel. 01246 200096 - Fax. 01246 207240 
Audio Engineers; upgrades. Improvements 
& servicing to both static and moving 

parts of the hi-fi chain. (amps as well as 
turntables). Also bespoke range of own 
equipment and an extensive range of parts 
& components available. 

Cambridge Scientific Supplies 

12 Willow Walk, Cambridge CB I I LA. 

Tel: 01223 811 716 - Fax:01223 501 833 
Specialist wire products for the knowl-

edgeable audiophile including:- Silver wire 

(>99.99% purity, stress free) unique 

quadruple PTFE insulated Silver wire, 

Silver loaded solder, PTFE sleeving and 
Nylon braid sleeving, premium Gold plat-

ed connectors and plugs. Custom assem-

bly available. Call Peter 

Bullock for a catalogue and application 

note. 

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd 

Penylan Mill, Oswestry, 

Shropshire SY I 0 9AF 

24 Hr sales/enquiries Tel: 01691 652894 

A range of Audiophile kits for 80 watt 
Power Amplifiers,Tuners, Pre-Amps and 
Moving Coil/Moving Magnet RIAA Pickup 

Preamps.All kits are fully engineered, with 

our thirty years design experience, for 
easy constructions from circuits by John 

Lindsey Hood. the most respected design-

er in the field. Send for lists. 

White Noise 

II, Station Road, Bearsden 
Glasgow G61 4AW 

Tel: 0141 942 2460 

Specialist supplier of the highest quality, 
solder masked, silkscreened, PCBs and kits 

for audipohile grade, solid state power 

amplifiers, MM/MC phono stages and 

active crossovers, with many more to 
come.We also supply a wide range of top 
quality audiophile passive and active com-
ponents, specialising in the latest high per-

formance Japanese transistors and UK lat-
eral power mosfets.Write for a free cata-

logue. Mail order only. 

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS 

Audio Note (UK Ltd) 
Unit C. Peacock Ind. Est. 

125-127 Davigdor Rood 
Hove, East Sussex BN13 I SG 

Tel. 01273 220511 - Fax. 01273 731298 

Suppliers of a large amount of compo-

nents for the Audiophile Kit builder. Valve 
amplification data and vintage circuits also 

available. See the double page spread in 

the back section of the main issue for 
extra & more detailed information. 

European Precision Mouldings Ltd 
Highwych, Sawbridgeworth, 

Herts, CA421 OIS 

Tel: 01279 600428 - Fax: 01279 723846 

Manufacturers of the Red Scorpion range 
of loudspeaker terminals and binding 

posts. 

Falcon DIY Speakers 

Falcon Acoustics Ltd., Tabor House, 

Norwich Road, Mulbarton, 

Norfolk NR14 8JT. 

Tel: 01508 578272 

UK. distributors of FOCAL drive units & 
Kits, plus SOLEN (SCR - Chateauroux) 

polypropylene capacitors and the largest 

specialist Audio inductor manufacturer in 

the UK. Stocking Audio Amateur 

Publications and Audio Computer 

Software. Comprehensive range of D.I.Y 

Speaker kits, Parts, Accessories and Books. 
Please send large SAE (38p) for free price 

list. " Everything but the wood". 

TO ADVERTISE IN THE 
KIT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS PAGE 
PLEASE CALL AMANDA SWEENEY 

ON 020 8864 4760 

IPL Acoustics, Chelsea Villa. Torrs Park, 
Ilfracombe, North Devon, EX34 8AY 
Tel/Fax: 01271 867 439 

Website: www.iplacoustics.co.uk 
IPL Acoustics supply a range of 7 trans-
mission line, 3 conventional, speaker kits, 

and kits for centre speakers and active 
subwoofers.We also supply a full range of 
drive units from Audax, SEAS. Morel and 
Legend Acoustics (Ribbon Tweeters) as 
well as custom built metal coned drivers. 
Also included is a range of capacitors, 
inductors and quality cabinet accessories 
as well as Silver Plated PTFE insulated 

cables. 

Wilmslow Audio, 50 Main Street, 

Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6R0 
Tel: 01455 286603- Fax: 01455 286605 

UK distributors of Drive Units from ATC, 
COLES, DYNAUDIO, KEF, MOREL. 
PEERLESS, RCL. SEAS. SCANSPEAK AND 

VOLT. Comprehensive range of high quali-
ty crossover components, acoustic damp-
ing products, connectors and veneers. 
Over 20 different D.I.Y. loudspeaker kits 

on demonstration, including ATC SO & 
100. 

RESTORATION 

Audio Laboratories (Leeds) 
3, Kildare Terrace, Whitehall Rood, 
Leeds, LSI2 IDB 
Tel: 0113 244 0378 

Have your pet hi-fi project professionally 
done.With over 20 years experience in 
factory-grade kitbuilds and overhauls, to 

both valve and solidstate equipment, our 
good reputation stems from meticulous 

engineering coupled with superb measure-
ment facilities. 

SPECIALIST UPGRADE SERVICES 

AudioCom (UK), 
Unit 14 Pier Road 
Pembroke Dock 
Pembrokeshire, 5472 6TR 
Tel: 01646 685601 - Fax: 01646 685602 
Website: www.audiocom-uk.com 
E-Mail: enquiries@audiocom-uk.com 
Professional modifications using leading 
edge components. Modifications are car-
ried out by engineer with 30 years experi-
ence in the field of analogue and digital 
electronics. Upgrades available to all 
types of audio equipment including CD 
players,Transports, D-A converters, Pre & 
Power Amplifiers. Call us today for more 

information. 

VALVE AND OUPUT 
TRANSFORMER SUPPLIERS 

Billington Export Ltd. 

I E Gil Imans Trading Estate, 
Billingshurst, 
West Sussex RHI4 9EZ 

Tel: 01403 784961 - Fax: 01403 783519 

Billington Export Ltd. holds large stocks of 
audio valves including many obsolete 
brands such as Mullard, GEC, Brimar etc. 
as well as Sovtek,Thermionic Gold Brand 

and the recently introduced Billington 
Gold range.Also Cathode Ray Tubes (cg. 
used in Maranta tuner 10B). 50 page cata-
logue available, tel or fax for a quotation. 
Minimum order £50.00 UK, £ 100 export 

Chelmer Valve Company 
130 New London Road, 
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG. 
Tel: 01245 265865 - Fax. 01245 490064. 
Supplier of premium range of audio valves, 

other valves and components also ava-

iable. (Please see our main advertisement 
in this supplement). 

Langrex Supplies Ltd 
I Mayo Road, Croydon, 
Surrey CRO 2QP 
Tel: 020 8684 I 166 - Fax: 020 86843056 
One of the largest distributors of elec-
tronic valves, tubes and semi-conductors 
in the UK by original UK and USA manu-
facturers. Obsolete types are a speciality. 
Telephone or fax for an immediate quota-
tion. 

PM Components 
Springhead Enterprise Park, 
Springhead Road, Gravesend, 
Kent DA II 3HD 
Tel: 0474 560521 
PM. Components Ltd are the specialist 
component company for High End Audio 
enthusiasts, We have a design and manu-
facturing base for audio valves and associ-
ated products and have a capability to 
produce custom tubes for major manufac-
turers. Our 70 page catalogue is available 
at £2.50 including U.K. postage. PM. 
Components are major stockists for 
Golden Dragon, Mullard, GEC and Teonex 
valves and have a vast archive of vintage 
tubes gathered from every manufacturer 
in the world. 

Watford Valves 
3 Ryall Close, Bricket Wood, 
St. Albans, Herts AL2 3TS 
Tel: 01923 893270 - Fax: 01923 679207 
Specialist in new old stock and current 
production valves. Sole UK distributor of 
the Harma Diamond range selected for 
their superior performance. Huge range 
held, stockists of Mullard, GE, Phillips, 
National, Brimar, Sylvania,Telefunken, RCA, 
MOV and many more, All valves are new 
boxed and guaranteed. For free price list 
and specialist advice call or fax Derek 
Rocco, Watford Valves. 

Wilson Valves, 18 Banks Avenue, 
Golcar, Huddersfield, 
West Yorks HD7 412. 
Tel: 01484 654650 - Fax: 01484 655699 
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk 
We stock over 2,500 different types of 
valves, NOS. and New. Please send a 
S.A.E. for full list. No charge for matching. 
Most major credit cards accepted. 

Woodside Sound Engineering, 
Arfryn, Llanboidy, Whitland. SA34 OEY 
Tel: 01994 448271 - Fox: 01994 448665 
E-Mail: woodside@arfryn.demon.co.uk 
As well as producing transformers for our 
own products, we can now offer an 
expanding range of audio transformers for 
new ventures and Renovations.We can 
wind transformers for most RADFORD 
amplifiers to original specification. Contact 
us with your requirements or a list of 
standard items is available on request. 

VINTAGE DIY 

Loricraft Audio 
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, 
Lambourn, Berks RGI6 7SQ. 
Tel: 01488 72267 
Specialist restoration of 30I's and 40I's 
using genuine spares and re-manufactured 
parts to original pristine standards in our 
newly built workshops designed primarily 
for these purposes. 

WELDING 

N.Clark Welding & Fabrications 
14 Redhills Road 
Easton Industrial Estate 
Southwoodham Ferrers 
Essex CA43 SUP 
Tel: 01245 323336 
Precision welding and sheet metal work 
TIG/MIG welding, CNE Punch and Press 
Milling and Turning Fine Limit and General 
Engineering Prototype work and batch 
work undertaken. 



ELEC LANDY 

http://www2s.biglobe.ne.jp/—ja3wzr./ 

GOING JAPANESE 

If you're into valve amplifiers in a major way 

one particularly rich vein to mine is the 

Japanese sites.The problem is access, as this 

can be alien territory unless you happen to 

read Japanese and have a computer with a 

Japanese character set.A number of sites 

have parallel English/Japanese text, but they 

are exceptions. 

On Japanese sites hi-fi often shares with 

ham radio. A huge variety of pre and power 

tubes are in use, which can make the 

'standard' selection seen in the West look 

very limited at times. 

Finally, don't expect to see DIY 

equipment lashed up — Tango output and 

interstage transformers rule the roost, paper-

in-oil caps are de rigueur and build quality is 

unbeatable. Output power rarely gets into 

double figures, and partnering speakers are 

high-sensitivity horns or the ubiquitous 

Tannoy dual-concentrics. On the other hand, 

if circuit diagrams are what you're looking for, 

scanning the oriental Web can be a rewarding 

experience. 

7.1.e»..:0114 

Presumably christened roughly after an album 

release by one Jimi Hendrix, Elec Landy is a 

site constructed by Yoshikazu Tanabe. Hogging 

the limelight is small power amplifier using 

Western Electric's globe-shaped 205 directly-

heated triode fronted by WEIO2s.The design 

(for which the circuit is provided) is naturally 

single-ended and the output is well down in 

single figures. 

Keeping the 205 company is a so-called 

'universal amp'.This has a removable panel 

which allows the power valves and their 

associated components to be changed in one 

easy operation while leaving everything else 

untouched — a great way of checking out the 

sonic characters of various valves without 

major surgery each time. 

Fird-A-U 
-LrIfEill.(16SÇ fl.q/1/0/1fArfsr 

,a,1,116:4.11,1.11MJArix 

EMISSION LAB 

http://www.macnet.or.jp/pa/upi-k/ 

At this URL, Kishimoto-san has assembled a 

fine spread of amplifier pictures and circuit 

diagrams, including a 6GB8 push-pull by 

Toshiba.Although this might be an English-

free zone, the pages covering the 2A3 and 

300B are well worth a glance, as is the gallery 

of cartridges like Accuphase's AC-3. 

feature 

MACHIDA LABORATORY 

http://sun I . maizuru-

ct.ac.jp/control/machida/ 

Another decent amp menu will greet your 

browser at this site.There is some basic 

English commentary and matching circuits, 

but the best part of these pages is a link to 

www.nora.to/VT/, which is a large library of 

specs and pictures for valves rare as well as 

common. 

BISCUIT BOX 

http://plaza28.mbn.or.jp/-6bm8/index.h 

tml 

Not the name of the site, but one of its more 

entertaining inhabitants. Mr.Tamura and 

Mr.Uda have established a small DIY audio 

club where brief English explanations outline 

a couple of amps and circuits, with a 6BM8 

design built into a biscuit tin. 

We welcome any tips and links from 

readers who've been impressed by the 

audio credentials of the pages they've 

visited (e-mails to 

jon_beardy@yahoo.com) 
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book review  

MAKIING 
SENSE 
OF 
SOUND 
Gary Devon reviews a book by on sound 

and hi-fidelity, written by Alvis J. Evans. 

T
his concise little book, written by Alvis 

J. Evans, is an overview of what sound 

is, as well as a general guide to sound 

recording and reproduction technology. Mr 

Evans is a lecturer and author in the electron-

ics field, based in the U.S. 

The book comprises 9 chapters, the first 

of which introduces the basic concepts of 

sound itself, such as sound pressure level and 

how tones relate to frequency.This leads to 

the introduction of what a stereo system 

does and how it works. 

Chapter 2 gets more into hi-fi hardware, 

discussing amplifiers and how they work. 

Active devices such as FETs and Bipolar tran-

sistors are introduced, but in a simple way. 

There is a very basic discussion on the vari-

ous amplifier topologies such as complemen-

tary output stages and the various classes of 

operation. 

Chapter 3 covers distortion in it's many 

and varied forms. Harmonic distortion is cov-

ered well with various diagrams relating a 

device's transfer characteristic to the genera-

tion of distortion.There is also a small piece 

on how harmonic and intermodulation distor-

tion affects sound. The other main type of dis-

tortion is that of limited frequency response 

and associated phase response and this too is 

Making Sense 
of Sound 
III I IIIII I II • 

I. II 111 111 

covered. 

Chapter 4 covers the various sonic trans-

ducers used in recording and reproduction. 

Of course this is a very wide ranging subject 

and the coverage in this book is limited. 

However, the basics of how microphones and 

loudspeakers work is here.There is also a lit-

tle on tape recording and CD replay mecha-

nisms and how they work. 

Chapter 5, entitled New Sound Concepts 

covers the various gizmos and gadgets used in 

the recording studio and what they are used 

for. For example compressors and expanders 

plus the various forms of frequency equalisa-

tion.Towards the end of the chapter there is 

a discussion on how sounds are electronically 

synthesised. 

Chapter 6 gets a bit more meaty as the 

essentials of recording and reproduction are 

brought in.The largest chunks are about CD 

and digital recording, which is most relevant 

today. The advantages and pitfalls of digital 

recording are discussed in a practical way 

without becoming overly technical. 

Chapter 7 is all about noise.The basic 

electronic principles are covered in a concise 

way. As with the rest of the book the relevant 

equations are explained in a no-nonsense 

fashion. 

Chapter 8 covers the principles of radio 

transmission and reception and is quite com-

prehensive. How a signal is used to modulate 

a carrier and then how it is detected and the 

receiving end is given a good treatment.There 

isn't too much mathematics but the concepts 

involved do require some prior mathematical 

and electronic knowledge. 

The same applies to the final chapter, enti-

tled Video and TV Stereo. Here the concepts 

of transmission and reception are expanded 

into the AN arena. Finally there is a short 

appendix and glossary. 

Making sense of sound is a compact intro-

duction to audio technology in all it's forms. It 

seems to be aimed at someone who already 

has some understanding of basic mathematic 

electronic principles. The mathematics used in 

the equations is far from mind boggling but as 

the book is short at 108 pages there isn't 

much space to be led by the hand. If you want 

a handy no nonsense introduction to modern 

audio techniques this book would be a good 

place to start. 

Making Sense of Sound by Alvis J Evans paper-

back 108pp 225mm x 150mm Available from 

our World Library p76 & 77 Book Code 1690 

UK price £ 12.99 + £ 1.50 p&p 
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diy letters 

DIY.  LETTERS 
Nick Lucas looks at thE new World Audio Design Bulletin Board 

I want to introduce you to the 

wonderful world of the internet 

Bulletin Board and Chatroom. It's 

an internet letters page that 

allows people to communicate 

with each other, world-wide of 

course.We have started one on 

our website - 

www.worldaudiodesign.co.uk. 

It is meant primarily for WAD kit 

builders to communicate with 

each other, but chat rooms are 

an open forum when unmoderat-

ed, like ours. 

Our chatroom is simple and 

free to use.Ask questions or 

engage in discussion about your 

concerns. Our room is a live and 

informative place where 30 days 

worth of conversations are 

stored on line, All you have to do 

is click on the " Bulletin Board" 

icon on the home page to find 

12111:1MNIMINNIIIIM 

emenumum 

• • 

this page. 

If you wish to pose a ques-

tion, enter "Post Message". The 

open message will sit on the site 

and likely attract an answer. The 

next time you enter, login and 

use the "Find" facility to locate 

responses to your inquiry. 

You can also enter the "Chat" 

pages and have a live chat to any-

body else who is there at the 

time. 

To demonstrate this commu-

nication I have lifted some inter-

esting strands for your perusal. 

I registered onto the chatroom, 

and posed this question: 

Future Projects 

Posted by Nick Lucas, Oct 

02,2000,15:29 

I would be interested to hear what 

you would like us to do next in the 

DIY Supplement? Any kit type you 

would love to see? 

We had six responses in one day 

alone.Thank you all for your 

ideas, which have been carefully 

noted. Here are a few. 

Re : future projects — Nick 

Lucas 

Posted by Paul Pieroni, Oct 02, 

2000,16:29 Post Reply Top of 

thread Forum 

Hi Nick, 

Good of you to sound us out on 

thisi'd like to see some of the fol-

lowing ideas: 

Valve/solid state hybrid power amp. 

Sort of triode/FET thing. 

Generic article(s) 

about replacing Op. 

Amp CD outputs 

with valve stage. 

Upgrades to KiT/KaT, 

drawing on the ideas 

on this forum and 

any others. 

Active crossover using 
view* wet b.'« •  

valves, maybe to feed 

something like KEL80 

driving LF and a nice 

little SE triode job feeding a tweeter. 

Whole thing driving WAD speakers 

of course! Also makes central heat-

ing unnecessary! 

Bench PSU for valve nuts. 

Regards 

Paulo 

- or - 

Re : future projects — Nick 

Lucas 

Posted by John Caswell, Oct 

02, 2000, 21:4 I 

Hi Nick, 

Many thanks to you, Gary et al for 

the excellent range of DIY kits and 

articles over the past few months, 

culminating in, for me at least, the 

KiT/KaT88. 

Requiring extra bits and pieces 

for my KiT now a Kat plus "passive 

pre-amp" and having knocked it 

together I have to agree with 

Richard that a "passive pre-amp" 

would be an excellent next project 

for the supplement, particularly 

given the disparity between the sen-

sitivities of the KiT88 and the 3008 

PSE with feedback. 

I have offered to do something 

on the bulletin board but don't have 

the publishing and of course produc-

tion facilities 

I think it would be very useful to 

(possibly) feed readers the ideas of 

what and maybe how to do it, but 

also offer a complete kit with the 

various upgrade options, i.e. more 

inputs, better switches, 2 tape loops, 

switched/motorised volume controls, 

switched loudspeakers for different 

rooms etc , either listed or available 

from WAD. 

Regards 

John Caswell (Uncle John) 

Some people have used the 

Bulletin Board to get a second 

opinion on our kits: 

Can I build it?— Jiten Tolla 

Posted by Jiten Tolley, Oct 03, 

2000, 21:4 I 

I am interested in building one of 

the amplifiers. I have modest "A" 

level knowledge of electrics, good 

manipulative skills (consultant oph-

thalmic surgeon) and don't want to 

injure my hands (reason - see 

above!). I could buy one but it would 

not be as much fun.At the same 

time I don't want to throw away 

hard earned cash on an uncomplet-

ed project. If buildable, which would 

be the best to try ? 

Many thanks. 

Jiten. 

Re : Can I build it? — Jiten 

Tolia 

Posted by Richard, Oct 

03,2000,23:47 Post Reply Top 

of thread Forum 

Hi Jiten, 

Could you build it? Absolutely no 

problem at all. The only skill you 

may not have and which you may 

want to practice first is soldering. To 

this end arm yourself with some-

thing like a 25W Antex iron from 

the Maplin catalogue No. FR12 

£13.99 inc., but buy a smaller tip 

with it. The reasoning is that you will 

need the heat reserves of a larger 

iron for wires and valve sockets but 

the ability to control it for the small-

er components. 

Alternatively go for the luxury of 

2 or 3 irons, I use 18W with a tiny 

tip, 25W with standard and 40W 

with chisel depending on the job. 

Also treat yourself to a decent 

digital multimeter. Again, Maplins 

are good on these. Something like 

WG020 no. GW26 at £59.99 inc. 

would be good. I've had an earlier 

version for years and its both excel-

lent and easy to use. Their Universal 

Cable Strippers MC5I £7.99 inc. 

look gimmicky until you try them. 

They strip everything including the 

input wiring and would keep your 

hands away from a craft knife. 

KEL34 or KiT88 are the easiest to 

build as they are both a case of sol-

dering components by numbers 

then coloured leads to the board. 

The other power amps are hard 

wired with components on tag 

boards. Easy enough if you've some 

experience. The trickiest part is the 

input wiring. I've built both. They 

took far longer than anyone else 

writing has admitted to! 

Take your time. If you are line 

level only, i.e. no vinyl, KiT88 is won-

derful. KEL34 is way ahead of the 

likes of Quad33/405,Audiolab, 

Pioneer A400 etc. but cannot match 

the sheer refinement of KiT88. Buy 

it with valves and build totally stan-

dard if you think you may want to 

tweak later. That way you've got a 

working starting point. If you are of 

a controlled disposition, unlike me, 
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di letters 
.1k 

and simply want to build and play 

music then buy the Panasonic or 

Alps Blue pot with it from WAD, fit 

from the first because it is a definite 

improvement, and enjoy. 

Testing will be no trouble as 

you're used to the rubber gloves. 

Just shout on this Bulletin Board 

if you're not sure about anything 

and I'm sure someone will help. In 

fact, the only danger may be of too 

much information flying around here 

giving the impression the job is 

harder than it actually is! 

Kind regards, 

Richard 

Or our Bulletin Board is used as 

a forum to document the experi-

ences of kit builders and their 

voyages beyond the standard kit: 

Posted by Richard, Aug 31, 

2000, 22:01 

Hi John,John, Hugo and All, 

I made up KiT88 a few months 

ago. Below is a letter I sent to Nick 

Lucas copied in full - forgive me not 

editing or retyping it - hope it is of 

interest The valves used make a 

huge difference to the sound of 

these amps. Since the letter 1 have 

tried Sovtek KT88s and Svetlana 

6550Cs, along with the GE 6550As. 

The Sovtek's sounded poor - flat 

small soundstage and muddled 

bass.They also measured badly - a 

near short between Heater/Cathode 

and Rest when hot Has anyone else 

tried these? 

I had several e-mails with New 

Sensor on the subject if anyone's 

interested. The Svetlanas are both 

cheap and wonderful - very open 

and sweet - loads of detail but they 

never hurt your ears - and a weight-

ier bass than the GEs.The GEs are 

for Rockers and do come into their 

own at higher volume levels! I've 

still not tried the lis. 

Letter follows; 

Hi Nick and All, 

I've had my KiT88 up and running 

for the last 2 months and thought 

I'd drop you a line to say thanks. It 

really is superb. I had KEL34 for 

over o year and was so pleased with 

it that I was a little doubtful about 

changing. I shouldn't have worried 

though. Suffice to say that KEL34 

now has a new owner who took one 

listen, had a quick look under the 

bonnet, and bought it on the spot 

I'm sure he'll be as happy as I was. 

One of the nice things about 

building KiT88 was that I was able 

to incorporate a few things I had 

learned with KEL34. Anyone consid-

ering a build might be interested in 

my experiences and subjective com-

ments. 

Cabling up the inputs is the 

longest and most tedious part of the 

build. The supplied cable does the 

job but this twin core with overall 

screen allows cross-talk between the 

channels. (Unplug one CD input 

then listen to the disconnected 

speaker if you wont to hear this.) 

World Audio DIY 

only negative is that it sounds a lit-

tle thin on first hearing - the Alps is 

warmer sounding. Once I became 

accustomed to it I had no thoughts 

of changing back. 

On the board I went for Audio 

Note paper-in-oil coupling capaci-

tors.These are huge so slip some 

plastic sleeving over the leads and 

hang them clear of the board. They 

also sound awful for the first hour 

of listening - all whispy and, well, 

papery sounding - honest! I confess 

I actually removed them and went 

back to the supplied polyester caps 

in disgust. Trying again a few days 

later I realised they improve rapidly 

for the first few hours and then 

seem to keep 

getting better 

all the time. 
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Stereo imaging is formed by 

two separate signals. Mixing these 

signals leads ultimately to mono 

sound reproduction. To prevent this I 

used individually screened single 

cable for all inputs. Nothing fancy - 

there are a lot of cables and you'll 

struggle with anything over 3mm 

diameter - but R536 7246 is low 

capacitance, physically strong, and 

easy to work with. Maplin's XR13 is 

similar. 

At the same time consider the 

volume pot. The supplied carbon pot 

is warm and full bodied but a little 

coarse sounding and lacking fine 

detail. I tried a £2.00 low noise plas-

tic film type. It was horrible, flat life-

less and sterile sounding. Then an 

Alps carbon "Blue". This is lovely, like 

a refined version of the supplied 

carbon pot. It is warm but more 

detailed and sweeter sounding than 

the cheaper unit 

Finally. I took note of your own 

upgrade choice and went for the 

Panasonic for Audio pot As a move 

from the Alps it is very much more 

open, detailed and sweeter still. The 

They are 

singing now 

and really 

are open and 

detailed but 

not harsh. 

I have also 

tried Ansar 

polyprops 

here. They 

are amazing-

ly detailed 

and sharp 

and may suit some listeners but I 

found them uneasy and somewhat 

lightweight sounding. 

The chosen valves make the 

biggest difference to the overall 

sound. I have listened at length to 

the supplied ones and many new 

'old stock' types. My favourite 6AU6 

is the Sylvania 6AU6WC - natural, 

full, open. The GE 6AU6WA and WC 

run close, being a bit brighter 

sounding. The ECC82 makes more 

difference than I expected and here 

the Mullard M8136 is the very best 

by a long way. I tried Mullard's own 

ECC82 (a bit flat) and Brimar's 

12AU7 (a bit sibilant).Amperex's 

I 2AU7 (orange label) is super sharp 

and open, but not sibilant It is in 

the some quality league as the 

M8136 but tonally balanced to the 

other extreme and may well suit 

some systems. These preferences 

were arrived at with KEL34 and 

confirmed with KiT88. 

I'm still saving up to try a few 

different output valves for KiT88! 

Here I hold my hand up and say 

that having tried the Tesla E34L in 

my KEL34 amp I wasn't impressed 

- a bit flat with a small sound stage. 

So, although I know Teslas KT88 is 

a completely different valve, for right 

or wrong I decided to try the 

GE6550A for KiT88. The completed 

amp has a huge soundstage. It is 

open and lively but not at all harsh. 

Just occasionally, on certain tracks, a 

voice sounds real - I mean REAL - 

my eyes flick to the point of origin 

and the hairs stand up on the back 

of my neck. After 20 years the hi-fi 

carrot still dangles! 

A note on valve plate dissipation 

would not go amiss for anyone 

wanting to use other thon the 35W 

rated Teslas. As worked out with 

your good self changing the cathode 

resistors from 15OR to 220R will set 

the valves to dissipate around 32W 

and allow the use of any standard 

rated KT88 or 6550 types. 

If you're still reading, sources 

are Pioneer PD9I CD and F91 

tuner. Speakers are Chris Rogers 

Pro9TL transmission lines, tri-wired 

with separate crossovers hard wired 

in 6 boxes outside the cabs with 

Solen caps. 

Please feel free to call in any 

time you are up this way and have 

a listen. 

8 May 2000 

rjmaile@aol.com 

If you want to get a view of how 

a kit sounds then the Bulletin 

Board can again help: 

KaT88 Power Amp kit 

Posted by John Morgan, Aug 

18, 2000, 10:37 

1 will be making up the KaT88 

power amp kit. Has anyone made 

this kit and what does it sound 

like? 

Re : KaT88 Power Amp kit — 

- John Morgan 

Posted by Hugo Cass , Aug 

20, 2000, 12:44 Post Reply 

Top of thread Forum 

I too am interested in the KaT88, 

following very good experiences with 

the KEL34, to which it is related. 

Like the KEL34, I assume that the 

KaT88 responds to tweaking, and 

substituting audiophile parts at the 

very beginning is probably a good 

idea (see KEL34 upgrade article in 

HFW).The kit is easy to make, pro-

vided that you are calm, organised 
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diy letters  
id with a soldering iron. The 

ons are well structured and 

generally clear. My amp worked fine 

from first fire-up, which did surprise 

me, but provided that you double 

check every component before sol-

dering, I don't suppose that anyone 

would have great problems. 

If the KaT88 is at least as good 

as the KEL34, then it's got to be a 

winner. I've played around with dif-

ferent valves on mine, after failures 

in both types of the El valves sup-

plied - I now use NOS RCA 6AU6s 

with NOS Telefunken ECC82s.The JJ 
power tubes have been fine, so the 

KT88s supplied with the KaT88 

should be too. 

In summary, get the kit, build it 

with core, and enjoy it You won't get 

better value for money anywhere 

else, and if you like tweaking, there 

are hours of further fun to be had, 

which take the sonic performance 

much, much further. 

You can use the Bulletin board 

for 'speaker stuff too. Note that 

one of its facilities is the ability to 

add links to other interesting 

sites. Just type in the website 

address and a link is automatically 

created. 

KLS9 Ports 

Posted by Paul, Sep 09, 2000, 

12:13 

I have been reading the June '97 Hi-

Fi World Supplement re: tuning 

KLAS-9 ports and it gives three 

alternatives: 

I. Short - 8 cm dia. x 19mm long 

2. Ideal - 6.6cm dia. x 6 cm long 

3. Long - 6.6 cm dia. x I 9cm long 

And in a web article I obtained in 

1997 from the site the port was 6 

to 8 cm dia. 

My question is that the latest 

article I got on the web says 8 cm 

dia., has anyone found it to be 

unsuitable, or should I go ahead 

with this size, and what length? 

Thanks 

Paul 

Re : KLS9 Ports — Paul 

Posted by Hapien, Sep 11, 

2000, I 2:26 

Hello! 

I also have KLS9-speakers under 

work. I'm going to use 50 litres 

enclosure tuned with port 7cm 

diameter and 1 I cm length. It's 

hopefully going to provide somewhat 

flat response down to 42Hz (-3d8). 

WinISD is a nice freeware that is 

very useful with enclosure calcula-

tions. Related link: www.lineart-

eam.org/winisd.html (WinISD) 

Or for assistance in fault finding. 

KLPP I faulty 

Posted by Archie Hunter, Sep 

19, 2000, 14:27 

Anyone able to help me. I built it 

O.K. but now it's broke I can't fix it! 

It's about 2 years old and has 

worked fine until now. On switch on 

get a VERY LOUD crackling on the 

right channel only, after about 30 

seconds the crackling reduces to just 

loud. Volume and source selector 

have no affect, and 1 have swapped 

the left and right valves again no 

affect HEEEEEELP! 

Here's Archie's response to 

replies 

Re : Re: KLPP1 faulty 

Posted by Archie Hunter, Sep 

26, 2000, 14:22 

Hi John. Thanks for your help.1 have 

managed to trace the problem to 

the Anode resistor which was actual-

ly open circuit! I am back listening 

to music again. Only problem is I 

have discovered another problem 

which is only on the Phono UP, it is a 

crackle on both channels which gets 

louder as the volume is turned up. 

From your previous advice it looks 

like I could have a problem on the 

power supply to the Phono section. 

Again thanks for your help and I 

will let you know how I get on. 

Regards, 

Archie 

Or maybe you need to find 

something. 

Nakamichi 

Posted by Bob Beckman , 

Aug 25, 2000, 06:53 Post 

Reply Forum 

Is there anyone out there who 

knows where I can obtain a repair 

on a Nakamichi 

700ZXL cassette 

recorder? I am also 

looking for a 

Nakamichi Dragon 7 

disc CD player. I 

believe Nakamichi 

manufactured a high-

end 

CD transport with 
companion DAC at 

one time. I would like 

to obtain whatever information is 

available on these units. 

I am a Nakamichi collector. 

Re : Nakamichi — Bob 

Beckman 

Posted by Paul Blackman , 

Sep 05, 2000, 21:18 Post 

Reply Top of thread Forum 

My Nak was repaired by Nakamichi 

service 01903 695695 

very satisfactorily. 

More info. on www.naks.com 

As you can see the chatroom 

acts as an internet telephone 

exchange connecting all DIY peo-

ple together in a very live and 

helpful way. It's great to know 

there are thousands of enthusi-

asts like yourself around the 

world and it's good to meet 

them. Just go to: 

www.worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

NICK LUCAS 
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COMPETITIVE WHOLESALE PRICES 
BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD 

New old stock - Govermnent or 
Original boxes unless marked * 
which are White box 

3D21 STC Data available 
6AK5 Mullard 
6AM5 Mullard UK 
6AK6 Brimar UK 
6AU6WC * USA 
6AU8A GE/RCA USA 
85A2* East European 90 day guarantee 
807 Russian 
5644 Raytheon 
5755 Raytheon 

On these types ONLY you can obtain these WHOLESALE 
prices for a MINIMUM ORDER ONLY £50 

1-19 20-49 50-99 
£12.00 £9.50 £9.50 
£1.95 £1.95 £1.95 
£3.00 £2.00 £1.60 
£1.00 £0.65 £0.45 
£1.43 £1.43 £0.95 
£0.75 £0.75 £0.75 
£1.80 £1.20 £1.20 
£6.60 £4.40 £3.00 
£3.90 £2.60 £2.50 
£2.63 £2.63 £2.63 

7327 Sylvania, may be similar to ECC82 £1.35 £1.35 £0.90 
ECL86/6GW8. Try PCL86 which is a similar valve at an amazing low price! Data available 
EF86. Use EF95 which is a similar valve. EF95 is P7G base. EF95 is recommended in Glass Audio. Data available. 
EF95 Mullard UK £1.95 £1.95 £1.95 
EL34 see 3D21 possible alternative 
EL84 near equivalent try 6CH6 £1.95 £1.95 £1.40 £1.30 £0.80 
6CH6 Brimar UK, similar to EL84 Mullard but different pin out. 

£1.95 £1.95 £1.40 
£3.68 £3.68 £2.45 
£1.72 £1.72 £1.15 
£1.50 £1.00 £1.00 
£1.50 £1.00 £0.90 

No discounts possible. Data available. 
PC86 Zaerix East Europe 
PC900/4HA5 East European 
PCC84/7AN7 Milliard UK 
PCC89 Russian 
PCL86/14GW8 Polish or Russian made using 
Philips technical expertise 
SV811-3 Svetlana 
TT21 Billington Gold Chines 
UCL82 * Russian 

£0.53 
£19.50 
£27.00 
£1.80 

£0.53 
£16.00 
£18.00 
£1.20 

1,000,000 valves in stock, including E88CC, ECC81, ECC82, ECC83, EF86 
ELM, EL84, KT66, KT88, 6SL7, 6SN7, 300B, 807, 845,6080 and sockets. 
Please enquire for RETAIL or WHOLESALE prices. We also stock the excellent 
BILLINGTON GOLD brand and limited quantities of Mullard, GEC, etc. 
MASTERCARD, VISA and most credit/debit cards accepted. 
IE GILLMANS ESTATE • BILLINGSHURST • SUSSEX RH14 9EZ UK 

Visitors by Appointment only  
Tel: (0) 1403 784961 • Fax: (0) 1403 783519 • Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk 

£0.53 

£18.00 
£1.20 

100-199 
£7.50 
£1.95 
£1.35 
£0.38 
£0.85 
£0.75 
£1.20 
£2.90 
£2.40 
£2.63 
£0.90 

200+ 
£7.00 
£1.30 
£1.25 
£0.38 
£0.66 
£0.75 
£1.10 
£2.70 
£2.30 
£1.75 
0.90 

£1.95 £1.30 

£1.30 
£2.45 
£1.15 
£0.90 
£0.75 

£0.53 

£16.00 
£1.10 

£0.80 
£2.45 
£0.90 
£0.80 
£0.65 

£0.37 

£1.00 

BILLINGTON 
IIIM elEXPORT LIMITED 

SUGDEN audio products 
MTERCLSS 

Masterclass from the original CLASS A company 

New products from Sugden 
Wide-bandwidth d.c coupled high current class A power amplifier 
and matching pre-amplifier. Available as a stereo power amplifier 

you can upgrade or balanced monoblocks. 

Handcrafted from the finest materials and components, Sugden guarantee to 
add an extra dimension to your listening pleasure. Our superior 

wide-bandwidth designs will increase the dynamic range and sonic accuracy of 
your audio system - without fatigue. 

With over thirty years experience in design and manufacturing 
Sugden has become a reference for reviewers, musicians and audiophiles 

around the world. Prices start at £549.00 for the Audition series 
so why, settle for anything less? 

J. E. Sugden & Co Limited 
Valley Works, Station Lane, Heckmondwike, 

W. Yorks. WF16 ONF 
Tel. 01924 404088 Fax 01924 410069 
Email jesugden@compuserve.com 



Golden Dragon 
Precision Audio Tubes 

Please enquire for any tube not listed. Me have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock. 

Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes 

12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 

12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 

12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 

12BH7A 

6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 

6SN7GT/ECC33 

Golden Dragon Triodes 

2A3 4 pin 

2A3 Octal 

211 

811A 

845 

805 

Golden Dragon T300B Range 

3006 Super 

4.300B 

4.300B LX Super 

£ 6.95 

£ 6.95 

£ 6.95 

£ 9.95 

£10.95 

£ 8.95 

KT66R £69.95 pr 
KT88R £69.95 pr 
6550WA £67.95 pr 

Singles Per matched Per matched 

pair quad 

£22.50 £50.00 £100.00 

£22.50 £50.00 £100.00 

£28.50 £60.00 £120.00 

£11.50 £25.00 £50.00 

£36.50 £75.00 £150.00 

£36.50 £75.00 £150.00 

£79.00 

£84.00 

£124.00 

£160.00 

£170.00 

£250.00 

£320.00 

£340.00 

£500.00 

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes 

E81CC-01 
E82CC-01 
E83CC-01 
E88CC-01 

Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise 
Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise 
Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise 
Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise 

Golden Dragon Power Tubes 

EL34 Super 
EL34M 
E84L (special quality EL84) 
EL156 Octal 
6L6WGB 
KT66 
KT66 Super 
KT88 
KT88 Special (Gold plated) 
KT90 
KT9OLX 
350B 
6L6GC 
6550A 
6550A Special (Gold plated) 
50CA10 
807 

£10.50 
£10.50 

NEW £ 9.50 
£14.50 

Matched Matched Matched 
Pair Quad Octet 

£25.00 £50.00 £100.00 
£25.00 £50.00 £100.00 
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00 
£75.00 £150.00 £300.00 
£25.00 £50.00 £100.00 
£25.95 £52.00 £104.00 
£65.00 £130.00 £300.00 
£57.95 £116.00 £232.00 
£67.95 £136.00 £272.00 
£65.00 £130.00 £260.00 
£75.00 £150.00 £300.00 
£29.95 £60.00 £120.00 
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00 
£42.95 £86.00 £172.00 
£64.95 £130.00 £260.00 
£84.95 £170.00 £340.00 
£25.00 £50.00 £100.00 

We have a vast range of tubes available from manufactures all over the world including rare and vintage types. an 80 page booklet of valves available is updated 
monthly and can be provided at a cost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation. 

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5% 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD, Selectron House, Jenkins Dale Industrial Estate, Chatham, Kent. ME4 5RD 
Tel 01634 8485(X), Fax 01634 848676, e-mail: 101650,2424VCompuserve.com 

The Valve. 

Golden Dragon 

Simply, 

The Best. 
For more information contact: 

PM Components Ltd, Selectron House, Jenkins Dale Industrial Estate, 

Chatham, Kent. ME4 5RD 

Tel 01634 848500, Fax 01634 848676, e-mail: 101650,2424@Compuserve.com 




